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Hello… and welcome….
Here we are at issue 34… and we wish you a very merry
Christmas!!
This month, we bring you Julian Cundiff who has some
very wise words to help you put more carp on the bank
over the winter period. Scott Grant and Gary Lowe fill you
in on their latest carp catching exploits, Corrie Booysen
reports in from South Africa as he continues to bring
us his adventures…. plus, the latest from Mike Madeley,
Andrew Murray and many more in another bumper issue
for you!
If you keep an eye out on our Facebook page you will
see, we have some great giveaways for you lucky readers
as Talking Carps very own Santa passes on gifts from
our supporters.
Good luck to all who enter…
As we look towards 2019, we would like to take this
opportunity to thank each and every one of our readers,
writers and supporters as we look forward to our 4th year
of bringing you this magazine. We certainly cannot do it
without you. Thank you everyone.
On that note…. We wish you all a very merry Christmas,
a very happy and prosperous New Year… and see you in
2019!!
Email brian.dixon@talkingcarp.co.uk
Email buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
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“The five do’s and dont’s of cold
5
water carping”

... by Julian Cundiff
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The five do’s and dont’s

When I was asked by Brian to do this his brief was the above in relation to
winter carp fishing but as winter technically does not start until December
21st and I’m typing this in late October I thought I’d try to be a little more
current with my advice. To be honest it certainly feels like winter after
the summer we’ve just had and with sky high air pressure, blue sky, full
moon and biting easterly wind it has been time to change the approach in
a pretty similar way to gearing up for winter. The productive waters I was
looking at 2-6 carp a trip from are now toughening right up and it’s fishing
for a bite time unless all the stars line up conditions wise. When it comes
to cold water carping you either tough it out for a bite on the big fish
waters or you fish for BITES on the more productive waters. Me.....well
my fishing in the colder months generally is about getting bites so without
further ado I will look at that type of carp fishing in the cold....

The Five Do’s of Cold Water Carping....
1. Do get yourself on the right water.
I learnt in the mid-eighties when I first started to travel for my winter
carp fishing that getting on the right water was imperative. Of course,
nowadays there are a lot more waters with a lot more carp so for most
of us the long journeys can be avoided unless you particularly want to
fish a certain far flung water. I guess there are some parts of the country
that don’t have access to good cold water venues but for the bulk of
us it’s not a major problem providing you have some form of transport
available to you. Heck I live in the ‘grim north ‘ not too far from Doncaster
and I have at least six waters within 30 minutes of me that are PROVEN
winter winners. I’m not sure when you will be reading this, but I guess well
before winter so still plenty of time to find one that suits you travel and
time wise. In this world of social media and “internetitus” (as I call it) there
is no need to struggle to find water’s with winter form. Forget ‘ it should
fish well ‘ and look for evidence that it does fish well. You may have that
knowledge yourself, maybe friends know (pictures please) or even said
waters social media or web pages. You don’t need to be Einstein to see
which carp have been caught in the colder months. Often the best winter
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waters are shallow, full of carp, sand or gravel pits, busy and well known.
Not always I accept but more often than not a tick in each of those can
equal a carp in the net.

2. Plan your time....
As the great Ronnie Coleman said about bodybuilding ‘ everyone wants
big muscles, but no one wants to lift big ass weights ‘. Same with cold
water carp we all want to catch them, but the hard bit is doing it. Crickey
a lot don’t do it in summer never mind November onwards. You cannot
catch them sat at home, heck not even Terry can either.... Get your
calendar out now and look at what you have planned from now till late
March. Pencil (pen even better) days that are free and that you can
go. Unless emergencies happen these need to be kept to. We can all
find plenty of reasons NOT to go especially when it’s cold, wet and not
happening. Well it won’t sat at
home I assure you. Those days
should be the MINIMUM you do
and anymore can only improve
your chances of success. The
more you go the more in tune
you get and the luckier you will
get.....and it isn’t luck if you
are grafting. Forget waiting for
ideal conditions in the cold as
these rarely happen....and what
is ideal anyway? I know some
waters that fish best in the cold
when its white over and still and
others that fish better in the wind
and the rain. Get out there and
do it....

3. Be clinical with your
rigs......
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The five do’s and dont’s

In all honesty you should be
clinical all year round (and I
have to be with my OCD as
Roz calls it ) but from what
I’ve observed a lot of angler’s
are happy to accept ‘ good
enough ‘ all year round which
will cost them dearly in the
colder months. Carp tend to
compete with each other and
feed more strongly in the warm
than in the cold hence they
make more mistakes with the
hookbait then. However, come the colder months their feeding spells are
shorter, they compete with each other less and make fewer mistakes.
What you can ‘ get away with ‘ in June will cost you dear from November
onwards. This is not a rig article, so I won’t harp on too much except to
give you these bullet points.
a) A sharpened hook will prick more fish. Most hooks are comparatively
sharp anyway but a PROPERLY sharpened one is better. Rig It Tackle do
mine for me as I simply can’t do
them anywhere near as well.
b) A camouflaged end tackle is
less likely to spook a cautious
carp.
c) A heavy lead will draw the hook
home further
d) Not all runs are one toner and a
sensitive and reliable buzzer helps
e) Cold water conditions are not
the conditions to experiment in
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f) Not all PVA behaves the same in the cold.
There is no room for margin of error in the colder months so be clinical or
you will suffer.

4. Do give it 100% in the cold....
Just as I said about being clinical with rigs you really have to be clinical
in EVERYTHING you do in the colder months. Good enough is not even
close. You are either giving it 100% or you are letting yourself down.
Forget taking tablets, books and televisions....how on earth can you
watch the water doing
that ?
Whatever time you
have maximise it which
means getting there
as early as possible
and leaving as late as
possible. In-between
those two bookends
nothing should be too
much trouble guys......

5. Fish for a
bite....
Whatever water you do
decide to fish there will
be less fish feeding in
the colder months than
the warmer months.
Even prolific waters like
Drayton, Brasenose
and Chestnut which
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The five do’s and dont’s

can appear prolific in the cold in all honesty they are even more prolific
in the warmer months. Forget fishing for big hits look to fish for bites in
these colder months. Yes, there are red letter days to be had but if you
are sensible in your approach, are prepared and the stars line up it is
possible to have those days just by fishing for bites. My fishing is always
based on taking advantage of such days (two nets, self-timer set up,
loads of rigs tied, spare leads, foam etc , spare bait in the Jeep ) but I
start sensibly. Single baits, stringers, mesh bags, solid bags etc. Moving
rods round looking for fish and so on. Whanging Spomb loads of bait out
in JUNE may help, its NOVEMBER on a lot of waters it will kill it. Once
you get in tune with the water by fishing it regularly (hint hint) you may
find a different approach is better but until then less is generally more
results wise....

Julian Cundiff
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The Five Dont’s of Cold-Water Carping.
1. Don’t think short term....
Unless you drop lucky things may not happen straightaway so be
prepared for that and don’t lose faith no matter how hard it feels. I see lots
of anglers full of enthusiasm at the start of the campaign, but a few blanks
and they fall by the wayside. Guy’s it isn’t summer carp fishing you have
to look long term and stick at it. Sometimes it takes time to undo a water’s
secrets and that might not be on the first trip or two. When I fished Catch
22 it took me three trips to get to grips with the pellet paste approach but
thereafter it was plain sailing most of the time. Remember it’s a marathon
not a sprint people.

2. Don’t flit between water’s....
IF you are going to fish all winter long it’s best to pick the right water and
stick with it throughout. It may not happen on trip one but each trip you
do is a step nearer understanding it. If you keep flitting between waters,
you are dividing your efforts and, in all honesty, just hoping to drop lucky
rather than get any degree
of consistency going. It
shows a lack of belief in
what you are ultimately
hoping to achieve and if you
flit between them it probably
means you picked the
wrong one in the first place.
The only time I advocate
this approach is when you
can’t fish regularly and
literally have to go when you
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The five do’s and dont’s

can. I have had years like that and it works but it’s not the same as
grinding away all winter.

4. Don’t go through the motions....
It’s easy to let cold water carping turn into cold water camping if you
are not careful. It probably / certainly won’t be as prolific as the warmer
months so don’t let yourself slip into a state of ‘ accepting ‘ it. Catch
or blank I always evaluate a session when I come home HONESTLY
appraising what I did and didn’t do. Did I pick the right swim? Should I
have moved? What was my bait application like? Did anyone else catch?
If so why? I tend to be quite hard on myself and that stops me slipping
into a ‘ same old, same old ‘ scenario. Don’t be an angler who simply
goes through the motions.

5. Don’t panic.... (Mr. Mainwaring)
When things are
not going right it’s
so easy to panic
and make rash
decisions. Always
try to be logical
about what you
are doing. When
I fished with Andy
Little in the late
eighties one of the
many great bits of
advice, he gave me
was not to do or
use anything unless
you know why and
can justify why.

Julian Cundiff
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Even if you make the wrong decision it’s far better than going through
the motions or panicking. When you panic logic goes out the window
and generally it gets a lot worse before it gets better. New rigs, different
hookbaits, let’s change the main bait, maybe a new bivvy will help, new
water and so on...... The best advice I can give is make the right choices
in the first place, so you don’t make the wrong ones later...
So, there you go my five do and dont’s. Get yourself out there, enjoy it
and hopefully I will see you on the bank or at a show this winter.
You can always get in touch via
Facebook Julian P Cundiff
Instagram julescundiff1
Twitter @juliancundiff
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Bayeswater Day Ticket
Madness
By Scott Geezer Grant
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Bayeswater day ticket madness

at least 2 x 40lbers to
Every year I meet
fish for plus a huge
up for a social with
back up of 30s and
lifelong friend Stephen 20s. The fish stock
Filtness.
is quite amazing
We’ve been angling
for a day ticket lake
since we were kids and which is accessible to
as we grew older, we
everyone.
still share the same
A week before Steve
passion.
was due down, I spoke
This year he really
to Steve Bugg who is
fancied a session on
the regular bailiff to
Bayeswater Day Ticket get some information
Lake, we fished the
on how the lake was
lake a couple of years fishing, and what
back in the winter, so
pegs were producing.
he is familiar with the
Steve is a top bloke
lake and what fish it
and helps everyone
holds. The fish have
who visits the lake as
got much bigger since he likes nothing better
then and at the right
then to see everyone
time of year there is
catching.

Steve gave me some
great information but
in a week’s time that
could all change,
never-less I took it all
onboard.
The session was
planned from the
Sunday afternoon
until the Wednesday
morning, so I only had
to book a days holiday
which was a result. A
couple of days before
he was due down
Steve called me all
excited like a little kid
at Christmas, he was
talking tactics the lot.
Its weird because we
don’t talk for months
but when we do its
like we talked a few
days ago, that’s proper
mates.

Scott Grant
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to get the gear out and
start fishing but to be
honest neither could I.
But first of all, a walk
around the lake to
see what swims were
available and have a
chat to a few of the
anglers.

Sunday soon came
around and because I
wasn’t meeting Steve
until 15:00 I took my
time sorting my gear
and most importantly
bait out.
I decided to take the
devastating Nut Job,
so I crushed up 5
kilos of boilies, 5 kilos
of 14mm, 5 kilos of
matching pellet a large
bucket of HOB Chilli
hemp/maize, a pot
of gloopy maize and
tiger nuts that should
be enough bait for 3
nights.

As we walked round
Buggy was talking to
a fella in peg 9 and
nice to have a barbie
a former syndicate
on the bank. Food wise
member Wayne. He
was a home made
had taken his son for
carbonara and chicken
a couple of nights and
curry, so Steve didn’t
they had banked a
have to worry about
few fish including a
dinner as I had it all
lovely 27lb 14oz mirror.
covered.
Which was great news,
With the car packed
we carried on walking
I left home just after
round and the only
14:00 and arrived
pegs that were free
at the gate some 35
where we could have a
minutes later, once
social was 12 the last
through the gate I
swim before the bay
drove down the
gravel road to
the lake. Steve
was already
there grinning
like a Cheshire
Cat!!!

I also packed a
portable BBQ I had
just bought for us as its He couldn’t wait
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Bayeswater day ticket madness
morning when I’ve got
natural light.
I put 3 different
coloured Nut Job
pop ups on and see
what one if any they
preferred.

and 13 which is the
back bay.
I checked the weather
and the wind was
going to change to a
strong south westerly
which is perfect for
them swims.
I gave Steve the
choice of what swim
he wanted to go in and
he chose swim 12 so I
went into 13.
We made our way
back to the cars and
started unloading our
gear and getting it to
our chosen swims. It
seemed to go on for
hours and by the time
I had my gear sorted it

Then it was time to sort
the dinner out as the
time was getting on
and Steve was falling
asleep due to the
4-5 drive down here.
was getting dark!! The I rustled up a lovely
bay was only 3ft deep home made chicken
due to the blistering
curry which went down
Summer heat and
a treat and it wasn’t
lack of rain. After 10
long after that we both
minutes leading about retired to our bivvies
in the dark, I decided to for some much needed
flick a couple of naked sleep.
chods out and have a
With a quiet night I was
good feel about in the
up bright and early

Scott Grant
I was up bright and
early Monday morning
watching the water
for any signs of fish.
I could see dark
shadows coming
into the bay then
disappearing, once the
sun was really up, I
had a lead about and
found 3 lovely areas
where the fish had
polished the bottom,
thick silt was evident
everywhere and can be
a real nightmare when
playing a fish.
Due to no action and
not even a bleep on
any of the rods through
the night I decided to

fish exactly
the same
as I did at
Cottington.
So, all
rods were
changed
over to the
Ronnie rig
fished with
a Nut Job
wafter, over
crushed boilies, pellets
and HOB chilli hemp/
maize with a handful of
extra gloopy maize and
tigers.
A bait boat is
devastating in
delivering such a
large bed of bait so
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that’s exactly what
I did, keeping the
disturbance to a
minimum. With all the
rods now in position
it was just a matter of
time.
Just as I was cooking
breakfast Steve scored
first with a cracking
22lb common. With the
photos complete she
was returned to fight
another day. Steve was
so happy and now it
was my turn as I would
never live it down
especially on home
turf.
Steve wasted no
time and got the rod
rebaited and back out
on the spot.
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I went back to my
swim and finished off
cooking the breakfast,
which went down a
treat.
It wasn’t until the
afternoon that the fish
started to show and at
14:00 the middle rod
was away and after a
great scrap a lovely
common lay in the net.
Steve was on hand
and took some
cracking shots, on
the scales she went
27lb 4oz which was a
bonus. With the fish
treated and returned
the rod was rebaited
and the boat sent out
to the same area.
The wind was now
a lot stronger and
blowing right into my
area, I must admit it

Bayeswater day ticket madness
looked good for
a few more fish.
To be honest I
thought Steve
would have had
another as I
could see fish
coming through
his swim to get
to the bay I was

I decided after
watching the fish
coming into the bay
from my left to reposition the left hand
rod closer to the reeds
as the fish seem to be
sticking close to them.
I applied the same
in.
bait and tactics of
We spent the afternoon the middle rod and at
catching up and
19:20 the rod produced
drinking plenty of
a stunning looking 28lb
coffee, Buggy paid us
8oz mirror, I felt the fish
a visit and was happy
were starting to get on
we had both caught
the bait and I was now
and he said we should asking myself if they
catch a few more as
do get right on it will I
the conditions were
have enough????
bang on.

Scott Grant
Steve took a couple
of shots then the fish
was returned, and the
rod put back out. The
weather was going to
change, and we had
rain arriving later that
night/early morning
and with the pressure
dropping this could
also be a bonus.
Dinner time was upon
us and on tonight’s
menu was homemade
chicken carbonara, so
it was a simple case
of boiling up some
pasta, heating up the
sauce and serving it
up with a sprinkling of
grated cheese it was
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good to go,
and believe
me it was
lovely, Steve
loved it and
wanted
another
plate the
greedy
bugger!!!

hard work when
playing a fish, but so
As we sat debating
what to have for afters far so good with no fish
lost.
the left hand rod was
My right hand rod
away again this time
remained dormant
resulting in a 25lb
and I was wondering
mirror. The silt was
quite dense, and it was whether to move it or
sticking to my line and not, I decided to top
the area up with a
clogging up at the rod
couple of pouchfuls of
tip which was making
14mm Nut Job and in
the morning access the
situation.
Throughout the night I
had 3 tench all on the
right hand rod!!
Tuesday morning and
at first light the right
hand rod was moved
further to the back of
the bay on a smooth
area which wasn’t so
dense in silt. I do love
tench, but I much
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prefer catching carp.
As I sat watching the
water with a coffee
the left hand rod was
away and this fish put
up a right scrap after
5 minutes, I managed
to slide the net under a
feisty 21lb 4oz mirror.
Steve was already up
so he popped down

Bayeswater day ticket madness
and took some pics
and had a fresh coffee.
The fish was retuned
the rod put back out
again with the boat
fully loaded. What a
way to start the day
things were definitely
looking up.
The lake looked more
alive this morning

and with an overcast
sky and low pressure
coupled by the south
westerly wind this
could be a good day.
I sat down in Steve’s
swim for a bit chatting,
the coots were driving
him mad and to be
honest they seem to of
left me alone for once.
Steve had freshened
up his left hand area
with a few pouchfuls
of boilies. Just after
breakfast Steves left
hand rod was away,
the fish put up a
great account of itself
and after a few hairy
moments I slide the net
under a lovely mirror.
Steves smile was back
on his face and when
he lifted her up the
needle swung round to
23lb on the nose.
The fish was a real
character and behaved
well for the camera, I
took a few shots then
she was treated and
returned.

Scott Grant
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the biggest I’ve had so
far, I bit the line and
threw the rod behind
me then gathered the
net up and lifted the
fish onto the mat.

Steve set about redoing his rod so I left
him to it and walked
back to my swim.
I could only of been
sitting there for 15
minutes when I got a
slow take on the left
hand rod, the bobbin
rose slowly and I
immediate lifted the
rod and knew straight
away it was a good
fish, it buried its head
in the silt and just kept
taking line, its only a
small bay so where
the fish was going
was anyone’s guess.
The silt started to get
stuck in the end tip
eye and I had to keep
pulling it off but all the
while keeping the line
as tight as possible,

Steve came down and
as soon as he saw I
was playing a fish he
mucked in.
After 10 minutes the
fish was ready for
the net and as I was
already in waders I
walked out and netted
her. As soon as I
peered in the net, I
knew it was a good fish

She looked huge
but how big was she
well when I lifted her
up Steve read out a
weight of 35lb bang
on I was blown away,
this was turning out to
be a red letter session
for sure. Steve obliged
with the camera and
took some great shots
then she was returned,
and I sat there in my
waders speechless for
once in my life.
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What an immense fish
and for a day ticket
water its mind blowing.
After a coffee and vape
I re-tied the rod loaded
the boat and sent her
out to the hotspot.
Every fish I have
caught so far has
been nailed which is
definitely a confidence
booster.
The heavens then
opened up and it
fell down…. the sky
was black, and the
wind was howling, I
definitely don’t want a
take in this!!!
A few hours later just
as the rain subsided
and the sun came out
Steve was in again
the fish fought hard

Bayeswater day ticket madness

and wouldn’t give up
stripping line at every
opportunity, but in the
end there was only one
winner and when a
unit of mirror slid over
that cord I remember
saying to him “this is
a lump mate” his eyes
lit up and I was more
then pleased for him.
On
the
scales
she
went
29lb
10oz
and
what
a

stunning fish and his
biggest of the session.
Sharing moments like
this with great friends
is what fishing is all
about for me. I took
quite a few photos and
he was smiling from
ear to ear.
Just after the fish was
returned my receiver
sang the tune and the
middle rod finally burst
into action resulting in
another great scrap
and a lovely 25lb
common. With the rod
back out on the dance
floor I then got the
BBQ fired up for the
afternoons feast.

Scott Grant
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soon as I put the rod
back out the left hand
rod was away with a
better fish attached
which again put up
a right scrap but the
dreaded silt hampered
me somewhat but I
manage to land the fish
which turned out to be
a lovely dark mirror of
30lb.

Burgers with all the
trimmings, sausages,
chops etc there was
enough food for a
small army!!
It was nice to be able
to sit down and enjoy
a meal without a rod
going off… well that’s
what I said to Steve,
but I am sure the carp
heard me as I tucked
in to my last burger the
left hand rod was away
which produced a 21lb
mirror.
With indigestion firmly
settled in I took a
sachet of Gaviscon
and soldiered on. The
fish were certainly
on the bait and I was

actually thinking I could
We celebrated in
run out!!!
proper style with a
I then lost a fish on the packed of chocolate
left hand rod which did hob nobs and a cup of
wind me up, but these coffee, we know how to
things do happen from party.
As darkness fell the
time to time.
As the evening wore on gnats were out in force
as usual even though I
I had a 24lb mirror off
the middle rod, and as had half a dozen
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citronella
candles
burning it
didn’t make
a blind bit if
difference!!
Well into
dark and
when I
thought I
might finally
get a rest
the left hand
rod decided otherwise
and had my clambering
into my waders before
I could even lift the rod,
with headtorch on I
waded out to do battle
with another of Bayes
babies, this time the
culprit was a chunky
24lb 4oz common.
It seemed
the more
bait I was
putting
out the
more they
wanted!!!
Which is
a lovely
dilemma to
have.
With the
photos
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complete and the
rod back out we both
retired to bed I was
absolutely knackered
but not complaining
about it, as sessions
like this are few and
far between so I’m
enjoying it while I can.
After a great nights
sleep I woke up to

the sound
of birds
chirping and
fish crashing
what a great
start to the
day, Steve
had a blank
night, so
did I and to
be honest
I wasn’t
expecting
anymore fish but at
06:30 that changed
with my last fish of a
memorable session,
a dark mirror of
31lb. Steve done the
honours as always
and took some superb
photos then the fish
was returned and
yes the rod
went back
out. It had
been a most
memorable
session with
a life long
friend and
I enjoyed
every minute
of it. I know
Steve did to
and my

Scott Grant
only wish
is that he
lived back
down here
in deepest
darkest
Essex that
way we
could fish
together
every
month.

card you cannot fish.
This can be purchased
Overall, we banked 14 from Head Bailiff Steve
fish with the smallest
Bugg affectionately
being 22lb and the
known as “Buggy”
biggest 35lb. Not bad
or Angling Direct
for a day ticket lake!!!
in Rayleigh, Essex
My thanks to Steve
01268- 777127. Once
Bugg for his hospitality, you have purchased
and the owner Gary
your ID and key you
Bayes.
then pay for your
fishing when you get to
If you would like to
the lake.
fish Bayeswater day
ticket lake you have to
buy a lifetime
membership
which costs
£25, for this
you will get
a key to the
main gate
and ID card,
without the
membership
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If you would like
more information
on Bayeswater
Day Ticket lake
visit
www.
bayeswaterfishing.
co.uk
or email info@
bateswaterfishing.
co.uk
You can also contact
“Buggy” on 07960486143.
If you would like to
try the ready made
“Ronnie rigs” from
sharp tackle visit their
website for a pack of 4
hooks its £2:99 which
isn’t expensive at all.
I would like
to thank the
following
companies for
their products of
which I use in my
fishing.
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Www.galaxybaits.co.uk
Www.sharptackle.co.uk
Www.kudostackle.
co.uk
Www.hookedonbaits.
co.uk
If you’re out on the
bank stay safe, wrap
up warm as winter is
here.
Have a great
Christmas and New
Year and remember its
only fishing.
All the best
Geezer

Bayeswater day ticket madness
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#PARTICLEPERFECTION

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT

HOOKEDONBAITS.COM
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A Year
In Carp
Fishing… My
2018
by Darryll
Boden

Darryll Boden
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I know some of these waters are
Carp anglers can be a funny old
not to everyone’s taste but when
breed, we all have our reasons for
you want to go for a social with you
going and our own views and goals, mates, they are ideal waters.
whether its to catch a lake record or
to be top rod on our syndicate. We I’ve been in and around the carp
all have our own journeys and over fishing scene for around 22 years.
the next few paragraphs I will aim to I know this as I still fish with one
take you through my journey of the of the same guys “White Winston”
past year of carp angling.
and we used to spend weeks in our
For who don’t know me, my name
school holidays fishing the big lake
is Darryll Boden, I am a former
on what is now the Ecton syndicate
royal marine commando, divorced
in Northants and he will also feature
and a father to 3 amazing children. later in this article. Like most carp
The reason I am telling you this is
anglers I have the same 2 or 3 lads
because a lot of you will able to
that when I go for a social that is
relate to this article in that you have with them. I say this as I will make
to fit in carping around day to day
refences to them later as one of
life. We are all guilty at times of
them had a dream session on an
getting a little obsessed with “big
English water.
names and brands/tv shows “ that
there no doubt get great results
I tend not to pack the rods away
time after time, but how many of
over winter as I once read an online
us can actually stand up, raise our
article about a study conducted
hands and say yes I am a full time
with tagged carp in a lake over the
carper and can fish in the week and winter. Which showed that carp are
spend the weekends with our loved still active just their patrol routes are
ones pleasing all of our loves. I for
small and that’s where you have
one only have every other weekend to find them. I myself doubted this
free as I have my kids the other
theory until you see the article, that
weekend, if you then throw in a
are on the Gigantica’s catch reports
family event you can see already
from the winter months, and the
this limits the time you can spend
fact a good friend of my Big Stu
on the bank. When I do go, I usually regularly has good catches from the
head to my syndicate (Ringstead)
Linear fishery.
or to Linear, or Monument complex.
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The year started for me with a
run of 14 night blanking from
January though to the end of
February. I know that sounds
a lot, but I spent the time on
my syndicate lake. I fish a
lake called Crackers Meadow
which is part of the Ringstead
complex. Its an 8 acre lake
with around 80 carp in it, it has
2 x 50’s fish called The Bullet
and Single Scale, 4 x 40’s and
lots of 30s and a sprinkling of
20’s. In the summer months it
is hard and, in the winter, you
may as well call it camping. I
cannot rate the complex highly
enough its very well run and
has a strict rule policy which
only makes the complex better.
It is well maintained and within
the members there is a strong
community and none of this
SAS brigade (secret angling
society) with that I mean you
have to log your catches and
the members are always
helping each other land the
fish… that sort of thing, without
giving too much away.
I found myself like most of us

would getting frustrated with
the run of blanks, so I gave
my friend big Stu a call for a
little bit of advice and to see if
he fancied a session, I would
never doubt my own capability
too much but sometimes I find
myself very tunnel visioned
and stubborn when it comes
to my tactics. One of my best
fishing buddies is a Guy called
big Stu … he stands about 6”4
and can hit 30 plus wraps with
a spod or a 3.5oz lead with
ease and seeing is believing.
He is a Linear guru and could
put anyone on the fish within
their capabilities. When I first
went to Linear about 2 years
ago, I yet again called him for
some advice to a reply “Daz,
put the kettle on I will be over
in 20 mins”. The guy turned
up with 4 note books with
every swim mapped out with
spots, techniques etc, he could
probably publish it as a Haines
manual for Linear. I was only
allowed to take a screen shot of
some of the swims.
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Anyway, we planned our trip to
linear the first weekend of March…
yes, the beast of the east weekend.
We jumped on to B1 and for what
could be describe as the coldest
first night ever ……. This would
be because the temperature went
down to -2 and I had brought my
summer sleeping bag, He was
laughing at me while I nipped off to
the tackle shop to buy a winter bag,
and to rub it in he had a screamer
of a run and landed a low 20. What
was even more impressive was the
fact when we woke up the lake was
half frozen.
After a couple of weeks frustrated
at now being on 16 nights blanking
and not being able to
get out because of the
snow etc I choose to
return to Linear with
Stu. If you cast you
minds back to March
you will remember
that when the beast
left our shores the
temperatures rose
quickly, we ended up on
the course way swims.
We found our spots and
I do not think we could
have ever imagined
the session we were
about to have. The first
night I had a run, but
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the battery had died in my receiver
and only by chance that Stu spotted
my alarm going off, so he woke
me up and I landed my first fish of
the year… a mid-20 mirror and
seconds later the other rod shot off
and I had another low 20 mirror! Stu
at this point was already at 4 fish,
at first light we chose to rest the
swim to which the guys on the next
swims down to us said we were
mad as the fish were on us! After
our trip to MacDonalds in Witney,
we both recast not realising what
was about to happen. I put the
kettle on to make a cuppa when Stu
shouts over “Can you come net the
fish?” and at which
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point his second rod goes off
followed by one of my rods. Stu
lands one of the fish he has on, at
which point his 3rd rod screams off,
then believe it or not my second
rod goes off. The lads behind us
on B1 could not believe what was
happening and thanks to them and
the lend of their nets we managed
to land 5 fish with in 10 minutes, it
was a truly mad and seeing would
have been believing red letter
session.

bank tramp some weeks doing 5
nights out of seven, only coming
home to do my work short washing
and spending the weekend with the
kids when it was my turn to. I found
myself becoming addicted to fishing
and to Linear. I loved the fact that
I was catching on every session,
either an over nighter or 48 hours.
White Winston called me and had
a word saying you need to get a
life but then followed up with fancy
a session on B2? This was middle
of May and we went in to the long
I could not fish for most of April due chuck swim and had some good
to starting a new job at Williams
results. As the year was passing us
F1, which as the crow flies, was
buy and the temperatures started
about 10 miles to Linear. This is
to rise, I found myself heading to
important as I had a 55 mile each
Linear more regularly and not really
way commute and with the nights
heading to my syndicate. At the
getting longer and the days warmer, beginning of June, I was sat on St
I started to do overnight sessions
Johns when I received a text from
on St Johns. One to save fuel,
my friend Luke who was putting in
and two, I get a bonus session in.
the time on my syndicate without
I found a couple of spots, cast out
any real success until now. He
and spomb spomb spomb! As some was buzzing…. he had just had
of you will know when St Johns is
Twin Scale at 42 lb so I passed
busy you are very close to the next my congratulations while being
angler, I got speaking to the guy
hammered by diving ducks every
and se said he was blanking had
30 seconds. My phone went off
been there 2 days and had 3 to go, again about an hour or so later from
about 1am my right had rod went
Luke again, me just thinking it was
off like a steam train and I landed
him sending more pictures of Twin
a 32lb mirror. This became a bit of
Scale, however to my amazement
a routine for me, in fact It got to the in bold letters was” just had The
point that I had turned in to a proper
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The Bullet at 54lb!” I was shocked
to say the least having a 42 and 54
in a session in the UK is unheard of
and this could not have happened
to a nicer, more genuine guy.
Towards the end of June big Stu
and I entered the British Carp
cup. Our leg was at Thorney Weir
in what can only be described as
super hot conditions. Neither Stu
or I had fished Thorney before and
to be honest we did not do too
much research, which probably was
our down fall as we talked a good
game before the draw but then we
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went against it when the draw was
happening. We were 4th out the
draw and went in to peg 4 where
a guy had a couple of fish off the
island. This seemed a no brainer
and we set up very confident. We
were up against a strong field with
lads from Avid, DNA baits and Fox.
The DNA lads, who were out the
bag first slipped in to peg 8 where
the fish where starting to hold up in
a large weed bed (pre spawning)
and basically won the event on the
first night due to having 4 fish in the
first night and the lads in peg 12
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having 2 fish and no one else in
the field having any fish until the
second night/ morning. Pegs 8/12
were pulling away and it clearly
became obvious that a cast off
loomed unless someone managed
to sneak one. About 4:30 am on the
Sunday Big Stu wakes me up like
a kid on Christmas saying how bad
do you want to be in the final…. I
replied don’t *@!* about its been
hard enough as it is sitting in the
sun melting with no action, knowing
that Stu had lost one in the weed
already. With a huge smile on his
face he went “I have one in the net.
I rang the marshal up to come and
weigh the fish” and he said, “how
big you reckon?” … I said “mid 20”.
He went “oooooooooo”, the Fox
lads have had one too, its 24.04lb,
we now were bricking it we knew
it was close. Mick came around
and you could see by his reaction
he knew it was too, our fish was
an amazing looking carp and it
weighed in at 24.02lb so we missed
out on reaching the final by 3oz. A
dagger through the heart but that’s
carp angling. On the final hooter the
lads who pipped us came straight
around and shook our hands, we
had a laugh and a joke about it and
there were no hard feelings. There
is a great feeling around the BCC,
it’s a great run event with Mick and

Belinda Coxon running it so well
and running the length and breath
of the country, providing us, the
angler the chance to fish this great
event. Carp angling is a very bitter
sweet sport, with every low, but you
know at some point there will be
a laugh or a high on the way and
my high was knowing that I had a
Gigantica trip less than 2 weeks
away which eased the BCC Loss.
Gigantica
Well where do I start about this
wonderful magical place, we have
all seen the programs and read
the articles about the lake with the
promise of fish of up to 90lb fish
backed up with 50’s/60’s/70/80’s
along with top class facilities and a
group of bailiffs who really do know
their stuff not just about the lake but
about carp fishing in general. If you
are wanting to bag up with lots of
runs and fish, I am afraid this is not
the water to spend your hard earn
money on, this is a water where 3
or 4 fish in a week is a good result.
I have told my friends to book it, its
an amazing place but be prepared
to blank and then everything else
is a bonus. Blanking is common
but hey, you can go blank on
Brasenose 2.
I arrived 7 hours early at the venue
as I got the early ferry across and
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drove down hoping I would be let
on and have a sneaky walk about…
unfortunately for me but keeping
within the well run rules I was
made to wait outside the venue (no
issue with this ). Buzz the bailiff
took all 12 of the anglers around
for the walkabout and the swim
run through and a common theme
which was repeated in every one of
the popular swims “these swims are
only good if you can fish it within
your capabilities. For example, if
you can’t fish 25-30 wraps don’t fish
here, and fish a swim with a smaller
chuck”. People get blinkered from
what they have seen on tv and
make their mind up with where they
want to fish before they get to the
venue. At Gigantica you don’t need
to go in to the long chuck swims to
get results.
I came out last in the draw and
was left with the treeline swim and
Baxters hole, the latter one being
my chosen swim. Looking back, I
should have gone in the treeline
but by the time I second guessed
myself someone had changed their
mind and moved in to it. On the
second night of my trip I had my
first run and the fish went off like a
steam train and I was thinking “god
I have one of the big girls here”,
lucky for me Simon the friendly
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German in the peg down from me
heard the commotion and came
and netted the fish. The margins in
Baxters are that deep and with the
lack of light even with a head torch,
you can not really tell how big or
small it was. For me I was thinking
“At least I have not blanked on my
first trip to Gigantica!”. It was a 16lb
common stocky. Throughout the
week the heat and the conditions
were far from ideal with only young
John in the stock pond swim having
any notable action with a 50 and
a couple of 40’s in the first 3 days.
This was his 3rd trip to the venue
having blanked the first 2 times so
clearly was learning each time he
was coming. On the Tuesday night
at dinner there were rumblings that
a couple of guys who were blanking
had had enough and were leaving
in the morning or by Thursday
morning latest. I had a quiet word
with Buzz the bailiff that if they do
leave could I please move around
to the swim called the Stink…
arguable one of the best swims on
the lake. I knew this would be the
correct move as a couple times I
walked the long way back to my
swim after dinner I walked past and
seen fish everywhere. Thursday
morning came and true to their
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word they packed up and left, while
I was waiting to move round I was
speaking to James the bailiff and
he confirmed to me I was making
the right choice and said I had
picked the right areas to fish. I put
about 10kg of maize spread over
3 areas and left the swim to rest a
little before casting out at last night
on Thursday. At first light I had and
other run and got to net a fish that
could only be described as a whale,
only for the hook to pull and for
what could only be described as
a 3 year olds tantrum!! Chucking
my rod on the floor, and swearing
aloud, knowing that that was my
chance to land a fish of a life time.
After a couple of hours to calm
down and reflect I knew I had one
night to go and fish feeding in my
area, so I baited up all or nothing
and put all 3 rods on an area about
a rod length wide. At this point
Simon the German came around
and I said him I will be leaving
which meant only 8 of the 12 that
had started the week would finish
it. First light came and nothing
knowing we had to be off by 10am
my mood was changing then at 7
am one of my rods ripped off and
I landed a fish called Starburst at
its top weight 41lb which means
my ugly mug with go up in the club
house.

As I said before, carp angling is
full of highs and lows and I was
on a huge high after Gigantica. I
could not get out on the bank for
a few weeks because of family
commitments and work, so the
last weekend in August, White
Winston and I managed to get on
the Monument 2 on peg 10… the
double swim. This session would
be a huge low for me and make
we question my whole angling
approach. We flipped for sides of
the swim and I won, and I picked
the left hand side as I always do
and the fact the last 18 months
Winston had got no where near
me and I was loving the mates
banter about that but throughout
this time we were still both catching
fish. As some of you may know,
a session at the Monument runs
from 06:30 on the Saturday until
20:00 on the Sunday. By the last
night on the Saturday Winston has
5 fish, 3 x 30’s including a known
fish called the Jigsaw at 37lb and
I had nothing, not even a run, so
I changed my tactics to mirror
Winstons and still nothing?? The
session ended 8-0 to Winston. I
was the only person on the lake not
to have a run, I have no idea why
and still don’t at this point. Winston
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is a very good angler and knows
his stuff but sometimes doubts
himself and I never understand
why, and session was a reason why
he should never doubt himself. He
is not a tackle tart and still uses
the original Shimano baitrunner
from the late 90’s and you can see
people judge him on the bank when
they see him using them, until he
gives them a lesson on catching
carp.
As September drifted into October,
I found my time on the bank
becoming more limited due to a job
change, in fact in 6 session I had
only one fish an 18lb mirror from an
easy runs water. That’s not from a
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lack of trying, I mean I was getting
runs but losing fish and it became
very frustrating. I came back from a
session at the Monument 1 the last
weekend in November and chose
to have a month off fishing, mainly
because November is a busy
month for me due to Remembrance
Sunday, as I am a Former Royal
Marines commando. I have started
to plan my 2019 already, I have
accepted a place on the main lake
at Ringstead. I have a Bcc Qualifier
in March and 3 separate weeks
at Gigantica, one of which is over
New Years Eve. I hope to continue
catching fish consistently and keep
my love of carping. I try
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not to jump on any bandwagons
and keep angling to MY capability.
In the past year I have been
approached by a well-known bait
company and a well-known tackle
provider. I initially accepted the
tackle provider but about a week
later I changed my mind some of
my friends have said I am mad,
but my reasoning behind this is
because I like to stick with what I
know. I know the bait I use catches
for me no matter the flavour, I mean
I have used 5 different flavours
from them this year and have
caught so why change ……. And I
always use Korda tackle. Yes, it’s
a little expensive but its of a good
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quality and it works and knowing
the type of fish I am fishing for on
my syndicate and in France I need
that belief it will not fail me. But for
me I am not chasing carp fishing
sponsorships, if the right one came
along and the requirements, they
need from me fitted then I would
maybe consider it. But as I said at
the start, I carp fish for my own self
gratitude and anything is a bonus.
I hope you found some enjoyment
browsing through my last 12
months and maybe I will write again
sometime but until then keep that
carbon bent and them lines tight.

Daz
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Seasonal Changes........
My Winter Crossover by
Rich Austin

Rich Austin
Hi everybody I hope
this finds you all well
after your Autumn
efforts on the bankside.
Lots of things have
gone on for me in my
angling over the last
couple of months.
September saw my
time at CC Moore
come to an end and
a new relationship
start with the almighty
power house that is
Mainline. When I was
growing up as a child
carper from the ages of
13 through to my 20’s
there were so many
baits to choose from it
was a bit of a minefield
to be honest and you
were always trying to
get one up on your
mates by getting the
newest baits out and
trying to outdo them
with ‘Yeah, new bait
had a fish on it straight
away’.
In the early days I
tried a fair few baits
as you do at that age,
Richworth, Mainline,
Carp Company,

Heathrow Baits just
flitting from bait to bait
with no real sense of
the actual contents or
what each individual
bait was doing for me
and more importantly
for the fish. It wasn’t
until my mid 20’s
when I really started
to mature as an angler
and take on board
the ingredients that
were being used and
attractors that were
available at the time
whether it was a
shop bought bait or
a bait I had made or
enhanced at home. I
actually gave my bait
a lot more thought in
general and that led to
baiting approach and
strategies, something
I never thought of
doing in my angling
over previous years.
It wasn’t until
my 30’s that I
got way more
involved in the
carp scene and
joined a bait
company and
used the same
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baits consistently over
many seasons thus
gaining bait knowledge
and confidence in my
different approaches
and to different
situations. With the
transition of autumn
fishing in to winter
fishing I change a few
aspects of my baiting
approach in the fact
that I now don’t glug
any oils in to my baits
as they are not easily
digestible and to me
there are easier ways
of enhancing baits for
maximum effect. With
the addition of the
Mainline Products in
to my armoury it has
allowed me to really
test things and I do lots
of experiments with the
baits I now have at my
disposal. For the winter
I will use a Mainline
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syrup to coat my
baits before I get
them in the freezer
and when I take them
out of the freezer
pre-session, I will
coat again so as they
thaw out, they will
take on all the new
liquids that have
been added. This
itself is a very good
boost of your baits
whether it’s for loose
feed or hookbait
enhancement it is
giving out added
attraction and
personally in winter
my confidence is
boosted knowing I
have an enhanced
bait in the water. How
much bait to use, well
that’s a very personal
choice isn’t it, I am
a heavy baiter in
the warmer months
9 times out of 10 of
my trips even if it’s
a shorter session of
24 or 48 hours I will
always bait heavy in
the hotter months of
the year. Winter and
the colder months
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I generally still bait
quite heavy but I am
more careful where
I bait, for instance
in the summer I will
spread the baits out
further and make the
fish work for their
free meals but in the
colder months I don’t
want them travelling
too far nosing around
for offerings as
they will not want to
expend their valuable
energy for one or
two adjacent baits.
More often than not
fish in the colder
months and waters
will be huddled
together in numbers
and generally on the
bottom - they will
come to investigate
in my opinion a large
deposit of bait so
if you have found
where they are you
will likely have a
couple of fish off
your spot so I would
in this situation be a
lot sharper on getting
the hook link off the
quick release leaving

the fish in the net
and re casting to the
same spot hopefully
snaring another quite
soon. Being prepared
in these moments
are key to banking
one fish or banking
more than one fish,
having your set up
right maximizes your
chances and on the
flip side if you are
fumbling around for
rigs, bait, bags and
sticks then you are
missing the window
of opportunity.
Winter fishing often
means long cold
dark nights so it’s
imperative you have
all your kit ready to
hand. Have your
torches set up before
dark so you know
where they are as
soon as you wake
up or are woken up
by that sound that
we all long to hear
bleeeeeeeeeep!! That
alone can be the
difference in banking
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or losing a fish. Tie
up your bags or
sticks in daylight
have some spares
for those dark hours,
store them in tubs
of pellets or the
dry stick mix tub
as this will allow
no condensation to
penetrate the PVA,
there’s nothing worse
than taking a PVA
bag or stick out the
box and touching a
bit of condensation
on the bivvy… Oh the
mess…. hahahhaa
and there is also the
terrible task of trying
to tie bags or sticks
in the rain, or with
damp fingers that is
a recipe for disaster
I am sure we have all
been there.
September saw the
annual Farlows Pairs
Cup of which there
were over 60 anglers
involved, it’s always
a tense draw, and it
really does matter at
the historic venue it
can make or break
your competition. I

am lucky enough to
live only 10 minutes
away from Farlows
lake and have fished
it for more years than
I care to remember
so I like to think I am
confident of catching
from there but when
the water is flooded
with so many anglers
the fish tend to have
other ideas and
playing ball is made a
little harder. I walked
the lake a few times
the week previous,
so I had a rough idea
of where the fish
were holding up and
passing through,
but the weather had
been very up and
down the few days
before the event,
high temps in the day
cold temps at night
with a bit of high
pressure not exactly
a great recipe for
competition fishing.
The day of the draw
had come, and my
partner Terry Clayton
and I had compiled
our list of favoured
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swims based on the
previous few days
weather, where the
wind was going to be
and the temperatures
that were incoming.
We came out 3rd in
the draw we couldn’t
believe it and we
got our 1st choice
of swim so our
confidence was sky
high at that moment
and we were already
secretly spending the
£2500 prize money.
Back to reality, we
had a very tough task
ahead of us, there
were some fantastic
anglers in the
competition including
my good friend and
England International
Wayne Mansford
partnered with the
ever-enthusiastic
Martin Brown. After
the draw and the
formalities, we made
our way to the swim
knowing exactly
where we needed
to bait up and the
tactics we needed
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to deploy as I had
fished that swim on
a few occasions. The
order of the day was
to put out a decent
amount of boilie and
that was in the shape
of the ever-faithful
Mainline Cell and
the new Link which
I have already had
good success on so
bait confidence was
really good for us.
We chose to fish solid
bags of crumb and
pellet utilising a 2.5oz
inline lead system
fished with Mainlines
Pink Squid n Pepper
pop ups. The reason
for this was ease of
punching the bag out,
stability in flight and
99% guarantee of it
landing perfectly. It
was to be a slow start
as we knew it would
be given the angling
pressure and weather
conditions. Our first
fish came in the dark
in the shape of a nice
mid 20 which got us
on the score sheet in
to 3rd place, it was a
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while until we had the
next fish and one I was
very proud to catch in
that it was a Farlows
‘A’ Team fish named
‘The House Common’
coming in at just over
37lb, that also came in
the darkness and what
with the intensity and
pressure of the match
going in to the last day
we didn’t take enough
time to get decent pics
I obviously regret that
now but in a match
environment it’s all
fast paced and about

getting the rods back
out hopefully getting
in to another............
Which unfortunately did
not happen we came
a very respectable
2nd to Wayne and
Martin losing by a heart
breaking 1lb 10oz…
yes it still haunts me
but it couldn’t have
to come to two nicer
people, so we weren’t
totally broken. We left
with our heads held
high with a few quid
and I also had the
biggest fish of the
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match, so I was very
happy with that.

the tea he always
came to mine and
Terry’s swim opting
A Farlows Lake 2
not to bring milk and
Social a week after
tea bags either - we
the Pairs Cup was a
were surprised when
welcome break from
he did produce some
competition fishing it
biscuits though and to
allowed me to relax
our amazement they
and recoup and do a
were actually IN DATE
bit of fun fishing with
so hats off for that
two very good friends
Tony. Tony got off to
in Terry Clayton and
a good start bashing
Tony Savage, we had
some pasties that even
two comfortable swims Greggs would have
on the river side of the been proud of and
lake adjacent to each
Terry and myself were
other so it was very
playing catch up, and
sociable although Tony it wasn’t long before
never offered to make Tony had a couple
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more in the bag. I need
to add that ALL the fish
in Lake 2 are stunners
no matter what the
size, as well as the
originals that inhabit
the lake there are great
looking fish stocked
from Tony Campbell
and Viv Shears to go
at. I had a stunning VS
Mirror off my baited
spot and a couple of
slimy bream but they
were decent size
themselves so not too
unhappy! The weekend
saw us all catch and
have a fantastic social
with banter off the
scale and the session
ended with Terry
having a stunner which
decided to salute for
the camera.
In between being on
the bank, and making
rigs at home, writing
articles, and normal
work/home life there’s
also the Carp Fishing
Show Season upon
us - the last one for me
in 2018 is The Carp
Society Winter Show at
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say hi and check
out some products,
I might even tie you
one of my ‘Secret’
Rigs - Disclaimer: Not
guaranteed to catch :-)
Have a great Winters
angling, stay well
wrapped up, having
a water bottle is NOT
a sign of weakness it
could be the difference!

Sandown.
Being a Rig Marole
Consultant I get to
not only use and test
the fantastic products
available but I get to
demonstrate them to
the public and that is
something I love to
do, to interact with
anglers of all ages and
all abilities, showing
them our products,
tying some rigs with
different materials
and answering any
questions that they
have whether it’s about
a particular product
or rig in any situation
we pride ourselves
on being there for our

customers. The next
show for me will be
the Brentwood Essex
Show followed by
the almighty Big One
in Farnborough so
if you are attending
either of these come

MERRY XMAS
Until next time

Rich Austin
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Every Metre Matters
by Viv Shears
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So, as we are sat there on the
bank, aboard a boat or stood on the
shingle in pursuit of the fish that we
desire, recycling will be far from our
mind. But should it be? Whether
your chosen venue be a stillwater,
a river or the sea, as anglers we
enjoy the environment we are in
and as users of the natural world
we sure should take steps to
protect it.
We all know the feeling where
the excitement of the new season
approaches, and we dust off the
kit in preparation. Whether this be
for the start of the river season, the
first knockings of spring, the first
coolness of the winter or the return
of a favourite species to the coast
- we all start with the anticipation
of hooking the fish of the season,
or even a lifetime.
After all that’s one
of the many reasons
we undertake this
pastime or for many,
an obsession.
Rods cleaned,
reels serviced, bait
ordered, batteries
replaced, tackle box
RECYCLE
restocked, brew
kit replenished,
and finally new
line purchased - to

ensure that special fish doesn’t
escape when the pressure is on.
Stripping one, two, three or multiple
reels is undoubtably one of the
bores of this preparation and
we all have our ways of doing
it. Line strippers, home made
contraptions or simply hand over
hand and a massive pile of mono
on the kitchen floor, are just a few
of the methods. One friend even
managed a technique that involved
his Labrador, a tennis ball and a
hoover…… I’ll leave that one to
your imagination!
What have you done with it? …...
be honest….. I would imagine most
of us have bundled it up, a few will
cut it into smaller lengths and others
will go even further to make it less
likely to endanger wildlife. The

YOUR FISHING LINE HERE
For more information visit:

www.anglers-nlrs.co.uk
Founded by LISA in association with GGGI

Viv Shears
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one thing we have all been guilty
of is that we all tend to put this
unwanted line into the rubbish bin
and then its forgotten about. This
always ends up in landfill or being
incinerated as even if you put it in
your recycling bin, local councils
don’t recycle nylon or braid.

such as a plastic water bottle can
taking 450 years to biodegrade.
If my research is correct, then the
first drink bottle was commercially
manufactured in 1947 so we can
expect that to of broken down by
the year 2397…yes read that date
again!

Thinking back to 15 years ago
your recycling bin would often only
contain a few bottles and perhaps
the Thompson Local directory,
whilst the normal waste wheelie
would always be far larger and
often full up. Fast forward to 2018
and that scenario has reversed in
most households where bins for
waste food, plastics, glass and tins
out number general waste bins
considerably. We have adapted to
this, and thankfully so; as we are
now very aware of what impact
plastics are having on the
wider environment. So,
if we can adapt to this
then surely, as anglers,
we can change and make
a difference in terms of
recycling the obvious
hazard of redundant fishing
line?

So, what about fishing line you
may be asking now? Well tests
have shown that 60lb mono will
take about 600 years to degrade
fully but, as with any plastic, this
still breaks down to become ‘micro
plastics’. Next time you are on
the bank have a look at your reels
and what breaking strain of line
in pounds you have on them…..
now times that by ten years and
consider that your line will still be
around then.

The time it takes for every
day materials to biodegrade
are widely published
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Every Metre Matters

DuPont marketed the first
commercial nylon fishing line in
1939 so given the 10 year per
lb rule above that would mean
that any line of above 10lbs
produced back then would still be
in existence, whether that’s at the
bottom of the sea or in landfill. Now
what about everything that we have
used, binned and discarded since?

in 2016. This initial scheme was,
and still is, the only angling line
recycling scheme in the UK and
has identified a traceable route for
the recycling of both monofilament
and braided lines. It is run on a
non-profit, volunteer lead basis and
supported solely through donations
from anglers and the angling
industry.
An online survey carried out in
Recycling is now part of all our daily partnership with the Global Ghost
lives and the benefits of preventing Gear Initiative, indicated that
line ending up in landfill or being
anglers in the UK may use as much
incinerated are obvious. As anglers, as 1.25 million kilometres of line
we treasure the environments
every year. That’s enough to go to
that we fish in and the wildlife
the moon, home again - and then
found around them,
so line recycling
demonstrates the
responsibility of the
angling community
towards the issue of
unwanted or lost line
to the public as well.
In March 2018 the
Anglers National Line
Recycling Scheme
(ANLRS) was
launched by a small
group of passionate
sea anglers known
as Local Independent
Sea Anglers (LISA)
after starting it on a
local basis in Sussex
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back to the moon!
Since early 2018 the ANLRS has
signed up over 175 shops, that
service various angling disciplines,
across the UK and all have
recycling bins in place where you
can take your old line or braid along
and ‘bin it’ properly. Many of these
retailers are offering incentives for
those that recycle their line with
them. This can be a free cup of tea,
free stripping and respooling or a
discount of new line purchases that
day in the shop. Added to this some
20 plus fisheries, several charter
boats and even two Norwegian
fishing camps have also signed
up. Tackle manufacturers are
now signing up to support the
scheme and various businesses
and organisations have helped with
donations to allow the production of
marketing materials such as flyers
and the ANLRS stickers the shops
display.
In this short period the scheme has
collected over 1,000,000m of line
for recycling and as participation
grows this amount will grow very
quickly each year. As the schemes
moto says this is “something the
whole of angling can agree on” and
anglers can easily do their bit by
recycling their old lines.
How can you get involved in
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recycling line?
As an angler it’s very simple……
visit the schemes website www.
anglers-nlrs.co.uk and have a look
on the Recycling Locations page
where it will show you your local
shops and venues that are part of
the scheme and have bins at their
locations. Alternatively, you will
find a postal address on the site
where you can send the line to us
directly. Very soon the scheme will
be carrying out a postage envelope
scheme in conjunction with angling
organisations and manufacturers
- so watch this space and keep an
eye on our website.
If you find your local shop isn’t
already signed up, then why not try
and encourage them into joining
up? All it costs them is the price of
a recycling bin and five minutes to
register via the form on the website.
Any shop is welcome to join no
matter how big or small!
Do you run a tackle shop, fishery or
are a tackle manufacturer and want
to support the ANLRS? Simply get
in contact with us via the website
and we are more than happy to
discuss how you an get involved.
For more information, our mission
statement, and contact details
please visit the website or email us
at anglersnlrs@gmail.com.
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Looking for an Edge
in Your Carp Fishing?

A diary to track, analyse and
share your carp ﬁshing adventures
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British Carp Cups

As I write this article we approach Christmas and the end of 2018, which was a
pretty good year for us. The competitions went well starting with the Ladies Singles
on Old Mill’s Oak Lake in May, which was won by Jane Henthorn. Next up was
the Ladies Pairs championed by Joanne Barlow and Theresa Biggs. Unfortunately
Joanne became too ill to fish so Theresa had to tough it out on her own all weekend.
This time the event was held at Kingsbury Waterpark on the ever consistent Pine
Pool.
The Mixed at Albans Lakes in September was another great event, eventually won
by Sam Ely and Matt Oakley. This is an extremely popular weekend which always
sells out quickly. Sam and Matt did very well and worked hard to take the honours
as the weights were really high this year. The pair in 8th place had more than 110lb.
The top 4 all had 200lb+, what a weekend!
October unveiled our new look BCC Final at Barston, which was decided by each
pairs 5 best fish in this new format. Eventually, Jaye Carpmail and Simon Bury ran
out winners but it was so very close as a mere 3 oz’s separated them from Luke
Church and Jason Adams in runners up spot.
The Reuben Heaton biggest fish of the year Trophy was won by all round nice guy
and Wales Carp Team manager, Nick Davies. It was a 33lb 8oz common from Q
Lake at Poolbridge Farm, York in April on Qualifier 2. Nick was allowed to name this
fish and rather aptly decided to call it ‘TAFF’.
The BCC rankings are there to be viewed by all on our website. They are updated
annually following the completion of that year’s competitions. Sitting in top spot by
some margin is Simon Bury who has been champion twice with different partners.

British Carp Cups
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What will 2019 bring?
This year will see the introduction of some new competition venues, which include
Todber Manor, Willow Park, Wetlands, Berners Hall and DDAP’s Brooklands.
The BCC Final will return to Barston but for the next 2 years will be held over the
August bank holiday weekend. It will start on the Thursday evening with a sit down
meal for all competitors and match officials in the restaurant, followed by the draw
on stage. We are keeping the format the same with the 5 best fish but will be
weighing in kg’s to help clarify the margins between them.
Next year will see the launch of our new singles event, which will comprise of 8
qualifiers and a final. The final will be decided on the weight of the 3 biggest fish.
Again weighed in kg’s.
As the Ladies singles grows year on year we will now have room for 20 competitors
making this a really special event.
For anybody wanting to get involved but not confident enough why not start by
marshalling. It is a great way to get involved and learn more.
All information about the competitions and our full rules can be found on the British
Carp Cups website.

Mick Coxon British Carp Cups
www.britishcarpcups.co.uk
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Bookings now open for next years event !!!!

Hurry !!! Book now as places are filling fast
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Here it is folks. The one you have all been asking about. It’s the British
Carp Cup singles.
Q1 Todber Manor, Little Hayes 8th to 10th March
Q2 Branston Water Park 29th to 31st March
Q3 Willow Park 26th to 28th April
Q4 Kingsbury Pine Pool 31st May to 2nd June
Q5 Wetlands 21st to 23rd June
Q6 Newbridge Lakes 28th to 30th June
Q7 Poolbridge Q Lake 28th to 30th June
Q8 DDAP’s Brooklands 26th to 28th July
Final Albans Willows Lake 4th to 6th October
Brooklands will be 16 places and max of 11 at Wetlands
All the rest have 12 and the top 3 qualify. Top 4 at Brooklands.
The final will be an out of the bag draw and it will be decided on
a 3 best fish basis. The entry fee is £250.
Prize money
1st £5000
Runners up £2000
3rd £1000
4th £750
Booking now open
contact@britishcarpcups.co.uk 01159 812 791
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The Big Pit
by Gary Milky
Lowe

y

Gary Milky Lowe
I had a very successful
Spring on the pit, but
I had moved off after
they had spawned, to
fish somewhere else
in the summer. I had
planned to go back
for the winter as most
of the anglers pull off
and go to easier lakes.
I decided to stay on
through the winter
as the rewards are in
there to be had. The
lake is quite big… its
36 acres with every
feature you could think
of under the surface,
then down one half
of the lake there is a
spit that comes out
and splits that end of
the lake in half. There
was one swim that I

wanted to concentrate
on and that was in the
woods, there was two
swims there, woods 1
and woods 2. The first
one had a bar coming
out from the left and
running all the way
out to the spit and had
around 3ft of water
over it then when you
reached the end of
the spit to the right of
it was a sunken island
and that had a channel
running around it that
was around 8ft deep,
then there was a
plateau that was about
100 yards to the right
of the sunken island
then between that and
the bank, there was
two bars as well so
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plenty to fish to, where
swim 2 just had open
water, there was a few
bars but they are well
out of casting range,
so I had decided fish
woods 1. I knew I
had to put some bait
out there to get them
interested and stay in
the area… these are
big fish... there are a
lot of 40lb fish in there
plus one 50lb beast!!
Well two weeks before
I was due to start on
there, I decided to bait
the swim. I was going
to fish two rods out in
the channel at the back
of the sunken island
and the other in a gully
not far out to my right
that rod. I could use
the new spider spomb!
The other two rods
were quite a long way
out and the easiest
way would to be walk
out along the bar and
put the bait in that way
as the bar stops at the
channel behind the
sunken island. I would
bait up with a few jars
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with a few jars of dead
reds and a couple of
kilos of cream seed
boilies and some
citrus boilies every
other night. After a few
weeks of baiting I had
seen a few fish in the
area, not loads, but it’s
a start. I had planned
to do my usual two
nights which is Sunday
till Tuesday the
following week,
I pulled into the
layby where
the entrance
gate was and
unlocked it and
drove down the
road that runs
alongside the
lake. As I did
this, I looked
across the lake to the
swim I wanted to see
if anyone was in it and
it was free… thank
god! As I drove along,
I could see a few cars
parked up the arm that
splits the bottom of the
lake, so I stopped for a
chat and a quick brew
just to see what was
going on. After a good
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chat they had said that
there were a few fish
showing at the back
of the sunken island
this morning and if I
didn’t go in there they
were going to move. I
was off like a shot and
pulled round into the
top car park.
All the gear was
unloaded and onto the

low loader barrow and
off I set on the muddy
walk to my swim
through the woods. As
I reached the swim, I
could see by looking
that no one had fished
it so all the fish that
were out there have
had a free lunch until
now, I unpacked all
my gear and placed it

on the swim then sat
down at the front just
watching the water.
The weather had
changed in the last few
weeks, gone were the
nice warm southerly,
and it was now nice
cold northerlies, which
might slow the fish
down a bit, so I tested
the water temperature.
I have a good
little toy that I can
cast out to where
I am fishing and
get a reading
out on the spot.
It was still 10
degrees so not
that cold. After I
had done this the
marker rod was
cast out to find
the gully to my right, so
I can get some bait in
there. I knew where the
sunken island was so
no need for a marker
there. I cast the spomb
out to the marker then
clipped that up then
I lined up the marker
with a far bank tree as
a marker. I clipped it up
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just in case I need it
later in the session.
Once this was all
done, I got my house
all sorted and put the
kettle on for a nice
warm brew as this
northerly was a bit
chilly. I need to tie up
some new rigs… two
were going out on
my favourite
Ronnie’s and
the other on
a multi rig,
hookbaits
would be a
combination of
boosted cream
seed pop ups
and the citrus
pop up from
Munch Baits.
Once all three
rigs were tied
and on the rods, it was
time to try and get the
two rods out by the
sunken island. There
was a strong northerly
so it was going to
make it a bit difficult
but after a few casts I
hit the spot with both
rods and both rigs went
down with a donk so I

knew that it was clear
and the rigs would be
presented perfectly
then it was time to put
the waders on and bait
up those two rods with
a mixture of dead reds
and then cream seed
and the citrus range
of boilie to mix it up.
I waded up the bar

and then catapulted a
few kilos of boilie over
both rods and then
spread the particle all
around the area just
to get them grubbing
around then walked
back along the bar to
my swim. The next rod
would be easy, I had
clipped up the marker,
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so I measured the
distance with the Taska
range sticks then
clipped the rod up to
the same distance, this
was then cast to the
gully. I knew where the
gully was from casting
out a marker earlier
and lining it up with a
tall tree on the other
side. I cast this
rod out, it hit the
clip and then
went down with
a soft thud, so I
know that there
is a layer of soft
silt in the gully
which is good
as there will be
some natural
food there. I
then started
to bait up with
the spomb… a kilo of
mixed boilie and a jar
of dead reads over the
top to get them moving
around. That’s it… all
three rods are done,
and the house is up
time for a brew and
something to eat. I did
myself a brew and a
nice cheese toastie,
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but all the time I was
eating and drinking
I was watching the
water for signs of fish.
I thought I had seen
one but wasn’t sure,
it was a long way out
and all I could see was
the ripples, so it could
have been anything,
there was no birds
out there so that ruled
them out.
I kept on watching
the water most of the
morning and that was
the only sign I saw but
still feel confident as
there was fish over
the spots early this
morning and this lake
doesn’t normally do
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of the tree with a rig
as the branches of the
rest of the tree stick out
to far, but you can get
about 5ft from the spot
to fish, you just have to
wait for them to come
out if they do. I have
watched some very big
fish on this spot and
the way they feed you
wonder how you ever
get a take, I made my
way out on the trunk
to the end and when
I looked down, I saw
two very big fish just
milling around close to
the bottom. I waited till
they moved off then I
threw a few hand falls
of bait on to the area,
as soon as I had done
this one fish came out
of the branches and
headed straight for
the spot and started
feeding then the other
joined in. I didn’t see
were the other fish
came from, but they
were definitely well on
the bait I had put in.

day bites, its normally
during the night or
just on dawn so I had
plenty of time to relax
and chill. The side of
the lake I was on has
a big tree that has
come down just past
swim 2 so I decided to
go and have a look to
see if anything was in
the snag. I took some
bait with me just to put
on a spot as just off
the tip is a nice clean
area where they have
fed before, it’s not
deep… about 8ft and
the water is gin clear,
so you can see if they
are there and watch
them eat your free bait.
You can’t get to the tip After a while the fish
drifted off and I decided
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to put the rest of the
bait on the clear spot
on the outside of the
trees to see if they
would come out in the
day, if they didn’t and
the bait was gone in
the morning, I might
think about putting a
rod there the following
night. I made my way
back along the tree to
the bank and then back
to my swim. By now
it was early afternoon
and the wind had
dropped a bit, there
was now just a light
breeze which would
make it a lot easier to
cast out now. I sat back
down on my bed… and
yes, you guessed it,
straight down on my
glasses I had left there
when I changed to my
sunglasses, so I could
see in the water. It was
lucky that I had a spare
pair in my car, but
these were a bit square
looking... lol. Anyway,
I ran back to the car
and I was soon back at
my swim with another
pair of glasses. These

didn’t feel right as I
had got used to the
other, but these will do
for the time I am here.
After all that drama
I decided to make
myself a brew and
have some chocolate
hobnobs which I would
dunk in my tea, (I
love to dunk) as I was
drinking my brew, I
saw a car come in the
gate as from where
my swim is I can see
who comes in. I was
just hoping that they
didn’t come around
and fish woods 2, but
I was lucky as the car
pulled up right behind
a swim called the bar,
that swim commands
a massive amount of
water and has a small
bar that goes about a
third of the way out.
As I was watching him
set up as you do a
massive mirror came
straight out in front of
me around the middle
of the lake in the area
I thought I saw one
when I was setting up.
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It was now getting dark
and I was thinking
about some dinner.
I had brought with
me a nice curry with
poppadum which I
started to re heat when
one of the right hand
rods that was cast
to the sunken island
bleeped a few times
and the bobbin had
dropped back. I was
up and as it was now
nearly dark I couldn’t
see the spot so didn’t
know if it was a duck
so I held the line and
it was still tight so if
it was a fish it hadn’t
come towards me,
something might have
swam into the line, or
the fish had done me
and got rid of the hook
which has happened
before. I left the rod
and went back to doing
my dinner, which I can
tell you was bloody
lovely! I always take
my portable dvd on
these long nights as its
dark by 5 now so after
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dinner I got in my
sleeping bag, made
myself a brew and
settled down to watch
a film before I fell
asleep. That film ended
at around 9 so I had
another brew and sat
on the edge of my
bed just listening for
anything out in the
lake. It was a few
hours later I finally got
into my bag as there
was definitely a few
fish very active out in
the main body of the
lake and I was thinking
if I had done the right
thing and chosen the
right swim? I soon
drifted off. I didn’t know
what the time was
when one of the rods
near the sunken island
was screaming off,
but I soon was
on the rod and
I was attached
to one very
angry carp that
was heading
for open water.
It wasn’t taking
line it was just
kiting on a long
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line then the worst
thing happened… I
felt a jolt and the line
went slack the bloody
hook had pulled and I
hadn’t even put a lot of
pressure on the fish.
I was gutted as there
are some right lumps in
here.

I lost mine so fair play
to them. After I had
finished my brew i re
wrapped my rod and
tied a new hook bait on
and cast it out towards
the sunken island
took me 3 attempts
to hit the right spot. I
knew when I had as it
went down with a right
I reeled the rod in and donk. I then got back
put it on the side of the in my bag and tried
bivvy and made myself to get some sleep, it
a brew to drown my
didn’t take me long
sorrows. Whilst I was
to nod off, and have
drinking this, I saw a
some carpy dreams. I
light on and a head
woke up just as it was
torch walking around in getting light and the
one of the lads swims
steam was coming of
that I spoke to when
the water. I swung my
I first come in then
legs over the side of
after a while, I saw a
the bed put the kettle
few flashes so they
on for the first brew
must have had one
of the morning then
nearly the same time
I went and sat down
on the front of
the swim and
drank my brew
just watching
the water.
I didn’t see
anything but
did hear one
down the arm
to my left
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but could see that far
down. I text the lads
on the other side to
see what they had
last night, and it was
only one of the babies
at 27lb but it’s a fish
so well done to them.
I was getting a bit
hungry, so I decided
to do myself some
brekkie and it was a
right pig out as well.
I had the works...
sausage egg, bacon,
mushrooms and toast
and after I had that lot
I was well bloated and
didn’t want to move
so I sat down and just
chilled watching the
water. After a while
i decided to have a
look at the snag tree
to see if the bait had
been eaten, so I made
my way along the tree
and got to the spot, I
looked down and the
spot was clean all the
bait was gone. I had a
look in the other spot
where the fish were
feeding yesterday and
the same two fish were
there! This spot is

about 10 feet from the
other one, so I decided
to bait up the edge of
the tree and put a rod
there tonight if no one
sets up there, I walked
back to my swim got a
bit of bait and baited up
the spot.
The swim is only about
15 yards and a small
tree in between the
two swims but as it’s
a tree in the water so
I decided to move my
bivvy into the next
swim, so I was close to
that rod the other two
rods have open water
and not any snags
that I know of. After
everything was moved,
I sat down for a brew
and tie a new rig and
sharpen the hook to
needle sharp before I
cast the rod out. Once
this was done, I cast
the rig out with a citrus
hookbait on, it took me
4 cast till I got the rig
as close to the edge of
the tree as I could then
everything was ready.
I just had to hope they
came out of the snag
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my side. I re did the
other two rods that
were near the sunken
island for the last
time as I had to be off
about 10 the following
morning. Once all the
rods were done, I tied
up a few more rigs
incase I had a fish or
needed to recast. I
was sitting down at the
edge of the swim with
a brew and I had a visit
from a fellow member.
I hoped he didn’t
want to fish because
I didn’t know which
swim I would stay in. I
made him a brew and
we sat down and just
chatted about the lake
and I was in luck… he
wasn’t fishing he was
just down to put some
bait in a swim he was
baiting after about an
hour he went on his
travels and I was left
alone.
I was finding it hard not
to walk out on the snag
tree to have a look but
after a few hours I
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couldn’t wait any
longer so off I
walked along the
stem of the tree
and out to the end
where I watched
them feed and
yes, they were
still there looking
for food. I wasn’t
going to put any in
there as I wanted them
to find my bait. I still
had a look at where I
had baited and I could
see it all on the lake
bed and I even saw
my rig, it looked spot
on, what carp could
resist that, so I had
done all I could do so
it was now down to
them and as I only had
one more night I hoped
it would be sooner
rather than later. It was
now getting on to late
afternoon and I was
starting to think about
tea so I had a look at
what I had in my bag.
I had a piece of steak
and a baguette so that
would be enough so
in the ridgemonkey
the steak went and
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I even heard one
behind the tree
the other side to
me. I must have
drifted off because
I was woken from
a few bleeps on
the rod that was
near the sunken
10 minutes later I was
island just like
tucking into a nice
last night but this time
baguette with brown
nothing developed so
sauce. I had a nice
I went back to sleep.
warm brew to wash it
I woke up quite a few
down with, and while I times during the night
was drinking my brew
as I was on edge with
I was watching the sun the rod near the snags,
go down behind the
but I finally got out of
trees. After the sun
the bag just as it was
had gone, I laid back
getting light. I fired up
down on my bed and
the stove for the first
listened to the radio
brew of the morning
for a while as later I
when I had two bleeps
had another video to
on the snag rod. I was
watch. The rod was
up and by the rod
right outside the door
watching the line, the
of the sneeka bivvy
bobbin hadn’t moved
and the clutch was
so something must be
tight… not too tight so in the area so I turned
it can’t take line but just round to go back in
enough to stop it going the bivvy and the rod
right under the tree.
bleeped again then
While I was listening, I again and again just
heard a few fish out in as i looked round I saw
the lake but wasn’t too the rod tip knock
sure where they were,
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and as I looked at the
line I saw it moving to
the left towards the tree
so I picked the rod up
and bent into a carp. I
put the rod tip straight
under the water to keep
the line away from the
tree branches, and after
a short battle I managed
to get the fish away from
the trees and out into
open water. The sun was
coming up over the trees
and straight in my eyes
so I found it hard to keep
an eye on the rod tip and
line, but I managed to
keep control as the fish
kept charging up and
down the margins but I
did manage to keep it
away from the snag as it
was always trying to get
in them. After about 5
mins the fish took a gulp
of air and at that point
I knew I nearly had her
and it looked a good fish
too, the fish took a few
more gulps of air and
she was then being led
over the nets cord and
sank to the bottom of my
net. I put the rod down
and looked in the net…
there she was… a big
fat mirror that looked a

good upper 30.
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her tail and she went
straight back into the
I made sure that the net snag. I sorted out all
was nice and safe, and
the bits and sat back
the fish was upright in
in the bivvy and made
the net, then I started to myself a nice brew and
get my stuff ready. The
watched the water just
camera, scales, mat and thinking about what has
the weigh sling… once
just happened. I didn’t
this was all done and
put that rod back out in
the mat was wet, I wet
fact I just packed it away
the sling and zeroed the as I only had an hour left
scales ready to weigh
until I had to go home,
her. I walked back to the but instead of waiting I
edge of the swim placed started to pack most of
a retainer in the water
my gear down and just
and then put the net
left my rods out until it
with the fish in it in the
was time to go. Nothing
retainer to carry to the
happened on the other
mat. That’s a lot safer
two rods, so I packed
way to do it than carrying them away and pushed
the net, the fish was
the barrow back up the
transferred to the weigh muddy path to the car. I
sling and then up onto
drove off back down the
the scales. I watched the lane to the main gate,
needle go around and
everyone else had gone
then round and settle
so I closed the gate
on 42lb!!! I was well
behind me and drove
chuffed with that. I had
back home and start
lost one, but this made
to make plans to come
up for that by a mile, the back when I can….
camera was all ready for
me just had to turn it on tight
and do some self takes. lines,
After a few shots of both
sides it was time to get
Milky.
her back. I watched her
swim off with a kick of
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Clint Walker
Winter is here, and
like it or not, carp
fishing is about to get
much harder. I know
that many carpers
(sensibly) do turn their
attention to pike fishing
during the colder
months and enjoy sport
of a different kind, but
I’m also aware that
many anglers have a
real fear of catching
this fine predator,
and I find that to be a
great shame, because
when you’re properly
prepared, a day on
the bank in search of
toothy critters can be
superb fun!
Why the fear? Let’s
face it, pike have
an awesome array
of teeth (I’m told
somewhere around
700 though I’ve never
counted!) which can
do a fantastic amount
of damage to prey
fish and to angler’s
fingers, and also
possess a sharp set of
gill rakers which can
also catch out unwary
captors, resulting in

yet more bloodshed!
To cloud the issue,
some anglers believe
that the saliva of the
pike contains an anticoagulant to further
increase bleeding.
Personally, I don’t
subscribe to the idea;
pike don’t chew,
therefore have no
need of saliva, and I
think the real reason
that there is so much
blood is because
those teeth are just so
damn sharp! So, with
formidable teeth, anticoagulants, and razorsharp surfaces that you
can’t even see behind
the gill plates, it’s no
wonder some anglers
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are scared of them…
It’s not just the fish that
anglers fear though,
it’s the tackle needed
to catch them; the
thought of having a
thrashing freshwater
shark spinning in the
net, and the horrifying
realisation that they
will have to remove a
pair of sharp trebles
whilst trying to avoid
damage to the fish,
and themselves is what
causes concern. Carp
anglers are a gentle
bunch really, using
guile and stealth to
sneak up on fish and
lay baited traps,
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or occasionally
happy to advertise
their presence with
a bombardment of
boilies before camping
behind the alarms, but
it’s all very civilised
isn’t it? A cup of tea?
Yes please. Bacon?
Ooh lovely. You’d like
sauce? Great. When
a carp eventually
falls victim to such
subtlety, the alarm
eventually screams,
and the carper lifts the
rod to do battle with
a plodding behemoth
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which
eventually
comes
passively
to the net
before the
single hook
is gently
removed,
the fish is
obligingly
docile on
the mat
whilst the
wound is
treated,
and then it
is carefully
lifted for the trophy
shot. There are no
teeth, no trebles,
often not even a barb,
nothing to hurt the
angler, so the only
concern is for the prize;
easy. Pike angling is a
different matter…
The pike just doesn’t
play the same game
though does it?
You offer a fish as a
tempter, sometimes,
horrifyingly, that fish
is alive, and tethered
to await the arrival

of the pike. The pike
hits it hard and tries
instantly to engulf
the whole thing head
first, taking the trebles
with it down to the
stomach. Not content
with that, the predator
thrashes the water to
a foam, often standing
on its tail to try and
escape, heaping
terrifying strain upon
inadequate equipment
before finally, balefully,
surrendering and
sliding towards the
waiting net. In the
process of said
surrender though,
the pike watches the
angler, reserving a little
energy to flail wildly
in the mesh, tangling
teeth, trebles and wire
together in an unholy
mess which threatens
to cause serious harm.
Ultimately, the pike
must be untangled,
and only then can
the hellish process of
removing the trebles
begin. The novice
angler has left any
indication for a second
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cold fingers
instantly
shredded by
the hidden
razors, blood
running down
the wrist,
before the
pike, finally
free of any
metalware,
slides
backwards
into the
depths to do
it all again
to the next
unfortunate
or two too long, so the
soul… When I talk
triple hooks are firmly
embedded in the pike’s to anglers who have
stomach, an essential never caught one of
these fine creatures,
organ that must then
I’m sure that is the
be teased upwards to
push out the offending scenario they play
out in their mind, and
barb, which then
hence the reason they
instantly catches
don’t fish for them…
elsewhere in the
which is very sad,
tooth filled cavern to
because it doesn’t
be removed again by
have to be like that.
shaking hands armed
with forceps that are
Pike fishing isn’t really
far too short. With the
that difficult as long
other hand, the new
piker seeks to hold the as you take time to
be organised. As an
wildly whipping killer,
absolute minimum,
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long forceps, long
nosed pliers, and
sidecutter pliers are
essential items to
remove any hooks,
and a large padded
unhooking mat is
where your ample
net should be rested
once your prize catch
is landed. Carp rods
and reels can easily be
used to catch pike, and
the only other thing
that you really need to
get right is your trace
making. There are
hundreds of YouTube
videos, articles and
more which will
demonstrate how to
correctly construct an
adequate wire trace
for pike fishing, and
it’s a skill you need to
get right from the start.
Now we’re discussing
the ‘sharp end’ I come
to the point of my
writing; I’m now using
only SINGLE hook
traces for my pike
angling, I have forever
(probably) banished
the treble from my
armoury and I have
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a couple of reasons
why…
Recently, I was
in Australia, and
happened to find
myself in a tackle
shop (just browsing,
honestly) and I spotted
a bulk pack of barbed
circle hooks. I’d never
really seen them
before but was aware
that many anglers have
used them successfully
for cat fish, or whilst
sea fishing, and in the
predator sector, their
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use is slowly
gaining
traction. At
size 2/0, they
looked far
bigger than
anything I’d
ever use, but
I dropped
them in the
basket, and
forgot about
them until I
got home.
Could I use
them for
pike? There
was only one
way to find out.
Prior to the beginning
of the pike season,
I’d constructed the
usual wire traces,
adorned with a pair
of sharpened, semibarbed trebles, in
preparation for the
opening day. Whilst
winding them into my
rig box, I remembered
the Australian Katz
circle hooks, and
quickly made up a
small number of single
hook traces, with the

idea that I’d give them
a go, just to see if they
worked, and I’d be able
to promote their use
to encourage other
anglers to have a go at
pike fishing. My traces
are always twizzled
rather than crimped, I
have no faith in crimps
at all, especially on
plastic coated wire,
so make a point of
painstakingly winding
the wire around itself
with a twizzle stick
to secure the hook.
The single hook rig
is simplicity itself; a
single hook, a treble
sleeve, a short length
of 35lb wire, a swivel,
and a swivel sleeve.
Five components…
The wire is doubled
up, passed through
the eye of the hook,
and folded back on
itself before twisting
to secure. I then cut
the required length of
wire, slip on the treble
sleeve and push it over
the eye of the hook,
then add a swivel
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sleeve (make sure it
goes on the right way
up!) before repeating
the doubling and
twisting to anchor the
swivel. The second
sleeve then covers
the twiddled joint, and
there are no sharp
bits to catch, tangle
or cause harm; easy!
The very final thing
is to crush the barb,
(barbless circle hooks
are available) and
for this, a set of long
nose pliers is perfect. I
flatten the barb purely
because in truth, it’s
a barbaric looking
barb on this particular
pattern, and the whole
point of the single hook
rig is to make it easier
to remove!
My first outing with
the new rigs was to
a Stoke-on-Trent
reservoir, a windswept
venue of over forty
acres, with a good
head of double figure
fish. I arrived bright
and early, had a brief
chat with another

angler in the car
park, then set up in a
sheltered bay beneath
a wall. I hate being
uncomfortable when
I’m fishing, especially
if I’m having to think
about new things, so
it seemed a perfect
spot with a floating jetty
nearby to provide a
feature to fish towards.
I had a pair of rods
with me, each was
quickly tackled up, a
lead attached, and
the single hook traces
loaded with dead baits;
on one, the point of the
hook was squeezed
through the tail of a
roach, on the other, a
smelt, and both were
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lobbed out into about
fourteen feet of water.
The bobbins attached,
I sat back to wait to
see if my baits would
attract interest…
After an hour, my
compatriot whistled to
indicate he had a fish
on, and I watched as
he landed a slender
fish of around 8lb. It
was quickly returned,
but my bobbins
remained stationary,
my alarms silent, and I
considered moving the
baits. Early in the pike
season, I usually give
my baits an hour in any
one spot, then move
them. sometimes
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the same spot, hoping
I hadn’t spooked the
fish… I hooked up my
bobbin once more, but
it instantly fell off. I put
it back on. It fell away
again, and I realised
that a fish had picked
up the bait within a
second or two of it
hitting the bottom!

merely lifting them off
the bottom to flutter
back down which
can be enough to
trigger some interest,
otherwise they get an
hour in a different spot.
During short autumnal
or winter sessions, I
aim to cover the swim
completely, moving
the baits fan-wise
until I get some action
throughout the day.
As I moved towards
my rod however,
the bobbin twitched
upwards…
I watched the rod tip
quiver, and although
the alarm remained

quiet, and the bobbin
ceased movement, I
knew that there was
something there.
The rod tip stopped
nodding, and after a
few seconds, I sat back
down… just in case. A
minute passed, then
the bobbin bounced off
the line, and the MX
went into alarm! Fish! I
wound down expecting
solid resistance and
was exceptionally
dismayed to connect
with…nothing! My
first take on the single
hook, and I hadn’t
engaged with the fish!
I reloaded the hook,
and returned the bait to

Again, the rod was
swept aloft, and for
the second time in
as many minutes, I
missed the fish! Both
times, the bait was
stolen, both times I
hadn’t felt a thing,
both times I was left
scratching my head. I
wondered if the hook
point had become
covered during the
cast, slipping back into
the flank of the fish,
so this time, the hook
point was held proud
with a sliver of elastic
band. Around the
hook, some bait elastic
stopped the bait sliding
around the bend, and it
was gently heaved out
once more. It settled,
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I tightened up, and
poured a brew. The
angler farther up the
bank landed another
pike to make it two nil,
and I sat with a face
like thunder…

hooked itself against
the tension, then
commenced battle.
A few minutes later,
a fine pike of around
12lb lay in the net, the
single hook lodged
firmly in the scissors.
I waited all day. As the The crushed barb
dusk fell, bats swirled, had gone through, so
and the wind dropped, rather than reverse
so I moved to pack
it, I simply snipped
up and go home. My
off the hook point,
scales were pouched, and the remainder of
tea gear stowed, and
the hook slipped out
as I stood to lift the
easily; it was as easy
rods, the drop off
as that! As that rod
indicator released, and was packed into the
line spooled away…
holdall, astonishingly,
This time, I didn’t
the second indicator
strike, merely tightened did its job, and my
the line until the pike
alarm burbled again
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as I sprang across to
the rod and wound
down again; two in
two minutes? It was;
a second pike soon
lay in the cradle, this
one slightly bigger,
but once again, the
circle hook was firmly
pinched in the jaw,
but easy to remove.
The result of the first
session then, four runs,
two fish, no blood, ten
fingers. Not a bad start,
but there was certainly
room for improvement.
My next trial would be
at a different venue,
this time a much
more intimate pool
with a stocking of
pike between 6-18lb.
I expected action but
wanted to see whether
the evidence would
complement my initial
findings, or whether I
could improve the ‘hit
rate’. Once again, both
rods were armed with
single hooks, but this
time both had a piece
of rubber band slipped
over the hook point to
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increase the chance
of it finding flesh.
I fished for seven
hours, missing the
first SIX runs, and
eventually connecting
with the last run,
resulting in another
double figure fish on
the bank. One from
seven was extremely
disappointing… was I
flogging a dead horse?
This time as I packed
down, I caught a whiff
of decay, and realised
that both my lead and
mainline stunk of black,
cloying silt. A lightbulb
moment? Had the lead
plugged into the silt,
kinked the trace, or
covered the lead swivel
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and caused excessive
resistance which saw
the fish drop the baits?
I attached a length of
white wool, clipped on
the lead and dropped
it back out on the spot
before retrieving to find
that almost six inches
of the wool was now
black with muck. The
last cast had felt better,
a much more solid
grounding of the lead,
resulting in a pike, and
at that point, clutching
the wool, I realised I’d
wasted much of the
session because I’d
neglected to switch on
basically, forgetting that
the single hook wasn’t
the be all and end of

all of the rig, but that
it had to be presented
properly too… another
lesson learned.
A third session, a
third venue. Two rods,
one bite, one fish; a
pleasing sample of
over 16lb, the hook
‘snipped and slipped’
as the barb had exited
the jaw, and some
balance restored. So
far, I’d had a total of
eleven runs, landing
four fish, which may
not seem a good return
(let’s face it, it isn’t) but
none had been deeply
hooked, no damage
had been caused to
the fish or myself and
I thought I was getting
to grips with the single
hook at last. I’m not
one to do a single
session and then write
a report which states
findings as fact, hence
the repeated trips, but
I also knew I wasn’t
alone in exploring the
single hook. I saw
social media posts by
other respected
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anglers who were also
investigating a simpler
rig. They too had had
positive experiences,
and were beginning to
rave about the positive
merits of one sharp
point…

my next experiment
involved the same. A
rig ring was whipped
to the hook shank,
and a roach quickly
threaded onto a loop
of braid which was
then attached to the
ring, leaving the hook
completely outside the
bait. This went out into
the depths, but in the
limited hour or so I had
left, it didn’t get picked
up; inconclusive…
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over fifty feet! The wind
was pushing in from
the south-west, a warm
breeze driving plenty of
surface debris before
it, and an overcast sky
brought the promise of
good fishing. A quick
lead around revealed
I returned to the
a maximum depth of
reservoir to try again.
about six feet, but with
The same tactics were
almost a third of that
tried, two rods, with
obstructed by weed.
the hooks nicked into
I opted to pop my
the tail of the baits. I
baits up, a leger stem
had three more fish,
keeping the mainline
but missed four others, Another visit, but to a
clear of the worst of
so I wondered how to
fourth water, a much
the weed, and a pair
increase the ratio of
more difficult crystal
of foam balls holding
hook ups. I’d noted
clear gravel pit of
the bait, smelt this
that another triallist
considerable size, with time, aloft and in plain
had hair rigged a bait, an ‘egg box’ lake bed
sight just above the
and done well, so
and depths recorded to greenery. I sat behind
motionless indicators
for much of the day,
moving the baits
hourly, without anything
to add to the tally. I
even tried a deadbait
kebab rig, slipped over
the hook point and
anchored with a bait
flag, but this only gave
cause for interest when
the bobbin stuttered up
towards the rod, the
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alarm bleeped a couple
of times, but then all
went still. No positive
take, in fact I’m not
convinced it wasn’t just
floating weed fouling
the line…
I broke down the
tackle on one rod,
replacing it with a
normal bottom bait
option, and threaded
another roach onto the
hair rig. It was gently
swung out little more
than a rod length from
the bank, I tightened
up, carefully avoiding
pulling the bait into the
weedy morass, clipped
on the drop off and
sat down for a final
cup of tea. The bobbin
hit the floor. Thinking
it had just fallen off,
I replaced it, and
returned to my seat. It
fell off again. Surely not
a drop back? Not at ten
yards range? It was,
I pinched the line as
it went taut, and lifted
into solid, unforgiving
resistance; weed! I was
stunned… Not only
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had the pike fleeced
me of a bait, it had left
my rig firmly embedded
in the slick, green
mass of tangled fronds!
I held the rod up and
twanged the line just to
see how stuck it was,
then disconcertedly
jerked the rod tip up to
see if it would pull free
but to no avail; properly
snagged, and it looked
like wet feet to release
it…
Just as I started to
place the rod back
on the rest, I noted
the line twitch where
it entered the water

and wondered if the
fish was somehow
still attached. I held
the rod and waited…
The water beneath
my rod tip erupted in
a shower of silvery
spray, and a large
pike leapt completely
out of the water less
than ten yards away! I
watched as its powerful
flight was punctuated
by great shakes of its
head as it tried to fling
the hook clear, before
plunging back into the
clear waters with an
almighty splash! For a
second or two, I was
too stunned to tighten
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up, get the rod up,
or really do anything,
before reality kicked
back in and I wound
down to the pike before
me. It stayed in close,
fighting against a tight
clutch, kiting from left
to right and back again,
tail walking and pulling,
but to no avail; within a
couple of minutes, I’d
netted it, and left it to
rest for a second in the
deep margins whilst I
got my breath back.

so the only thing left
to deal with was the
single hook. During
the tussle, I’d seen it
wedged in the scissors,
but as I looked for it,
I noted it had already
fallen out and was
visible in the bottom of
the net; how easy was
that? Far easier than
removing a twisted
pair of trebles rom
a twisting, thrashing
fish that’s for sure! All
that remained was to
weigh the pike, which
The cradle was already I hoped would be my
set up and waiting, as first ‘twenty’ of the
was my camera kit,
season, but alas not.
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No matter how many
times I bounced my
scales (not really!) it
wouldn’t go above 19lb
4oz, but I was pleased.
It was another piece of
evidence in the chain
to indicate that single
hook fishing can be a
real option, especially
for the inexperienced
pike angler, so why
not give it a go? You
may be pleasantly
surprised…

Clint.
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2018… Lessons
Learned.
By Andrew Murray

Andrew Murray
I thought I would run
through a review of
some of this years
fishing for this piece,
fishing at home and
some of the trips
abroad.

onto pit 5 and learn a
few spots on that lake,
at 40 acres is seems
significantly smaller,
in that it is possible to
cast to the middle (a
fair chuck of 140 -150
yards or so). So, I had
Having spent the last
decided if I couldn’t
two years on the A1
get where I wanted to
pits at Newark and
be on Pit 6 I would fish
also learned quite a lot on Pit 5. This worked
about the fishing on Pit quite well, and I now
6, where my focus had have some knowledge
been, which is 50 acres of 5 as well as 6 for the
or so in size. The year future and banked a
before I had started to few extra carp as well
realise that some of
for my troubles. I like
the sessions on there
fishing the Pits, like
had been wasted a
most places
bit as I was not able
there are
to get on the fish at
advantages
times. Now when I say and
wasted, I meant as in
disadvantages,
no carp caught (I don’t I can fish most
think anytime fishing
swims directly
is waste…if you get
from my Van
my drift). What I meant which I love. It
was that at times it
can be noisy,
wasn’t possible to get
ill re-phrase
on the fish even with
that, it is noisy,
the size of the pit, so
what with the
chances of catching
A1 on one
were limited.
side and the
My plan this year was
railway line on
to expand my fishing
the other side,
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it’s surprising how you
get used to it though.
The reason a like the
bigger pits is because
there is plenty of bank
space as well. It’s
fair to say that they
wouldn’t be classed as
easy waters, although
when you are on them
in numbers it can seem
so. I mostly tend to fish
Sunday until Tuesday
every two weeks so
tend to be arriving as
most are pulling off
after the weekend. I
think this gives me a
definite advantage as
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the carp tend to move
around a bit as the
lines come out of the
water. I’ll leave bait
and rigs for future
articles as I have some
thoughts, I would like
to run through on both
these topics in more
detail in the New Year.

2018 .... Lessons learned

5 and caught some
nice carp from there. it
would be fair to say my
fishing on the Pits was
a challenge at times
this year as I was away
quite a lot, so I wasn’t
keeping track of what
was happening fishing
wise and quite a few
of the anglers on their
I struggled to get onto do keep the catches
6 quite a bit throughout quiet. Steve the bailiff
the summer as the hot is always very helpful
swims seemed to be
though and always has
‘kept occupied’. But I
a pointer or two, which
did learn a lot about
is pretty reliable. I have
started
bringing my
grandson
along a
couple of
trips in the
summer
to the pits,
mainly so
we can
spend
some time
together,
as he isn’t
really into
his fishing
yet. This
summer
we had

a real family outing.
The weekend we
chose was horrendous
with high winds and
torrential rain and a
real struggle fishing
wise, nevertheless a
great lads weekend
out. And one we will
repeat many times
in the future I hope. I
plan to put a bit more
regular time on here
for a year or two to
come, so many more
trips to look forward to
on here. I spent some
Brass and bought
a few new items of
tackle, one being a
Deeper Go-Pro, it is
really good for pinpointing holes in the
weed, with a lot less
disturbance than the
conventional marker
set-up. When using it,
I have my baited rods
ready and once I find a
spot, just cast straight
on it. I use the same
rod for my spodding,
so I can clip and
change the Go-Pro for
the spod and put some
bait out if I need to
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then, or just use the
stick to scatter a few
baits into the area.
We had a trip to
Hungary in May to a
lake at Bajansenye,
it was our first trip
to the Balkans, 900
miles from Calais it
is some drive. It was
certainly a trip into the
unknown and we had
a great weeks fishing.
It was also a massive
learning curve for
future trips as well, with
regards to tackle and
bait, and driving such
distances! We had a
good number of carp,
including 7 40s topped
with a 53lb mirror. I’m
covering this trip in one
piece elsewhere, so it

wouldn’t be fair to go
into too much detail. It
goes to show though,
there are still some
lakes out there that
have a bit of mystery
about them. We plan
on visiting this area
more in the future.
I had trip down to the
Dovecote syndicate
for a weekends fishing
with my good friend
Glenn. The last time I
fished here was one of
the finals of the BCAC
around 17 years ago.
The lake has changed
massively due to the
growth of trees around
it and it has matured
well. It would be fair
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to say the lake had
not been fishing well.
I had 4 runs the first
night topped with a
29lb mirror that I wasn’t
going to weigh as it
didn’t look that big in
the net, I have done
that a few times in
recent years. When I
catch a smaller carp,
say up to 20 pounds,
I tend to unhook it in
the water and let it go
straight away, I know
that sound a bit blasé
and elitist, but to me
the buzz is getting
a bite, it tells me I’m
getting the jigsaw right,
I don’t need a picture
of a carp to show
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others, just to prove
I caught one. On
that trip I found small
amounts of carefully
prepared bait in the
right spot doing the
damage here. The
Saturday was spent
having a few beers and
watching the World
cup, no more carp, I
think mainly due to
the disturbance and
the area I was fishing
getting a bit busier as
well. It is a nice place
though, I wished I lived
a bit nearer. It was
good to have a catch
up with Glenn as well.
I had a trip to the
Estate Lake in France

2018 .... Lessons learned
which I covered in
my last article here,
so ill not go over
that again.
In October we
had the long
awaited trip the
Vigne Fuillettes
which promised great
things, sadly a not so
great a draw meant
we struggled for bites,
whereas the 2 hot
swims fished well,
producing quite a few
fifties and a couple of
Sixties for the guys in
those swims. While
we managed to pick a
few up to low forties, it
wasn’t really what we
were after, I know that

might sound a bit blasé
again to some of you
reading this, but we
were hoping for better
to be honest. This
was our second hardcore trip of the year
and a lot of planning
had gone into this
trip, leaving no stone
unturned in gathering
info and preparation
for this trip. We plan
on doing more of
this type of fishing in
the future, so it’s all
good experience and
learning for the future.
We might be lucky and
get another go on there
next year.
A lot of effort has been
spent acquiring the
correct gear to fish
where there are no
facilities or power and
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to be totally selfsufficient. It has
been quite a learning
curve getting the right
gear and also some
expense as well. The
gear and tackle we
have acquired though
should last for many
years. When fishing
at 250-300 yards
with inflatables boats
and high power bait
boats, a lot of back-up
power is needed. We
invested in a generator,

cooking equipment to
cook more particles
if needed, such as a
large pan and large
stove etc. a fully kitted
spare bait boat with an
Echo Sounder. Plenty
of air dried bait nets.
Large 55LB thrust
motor, echo sounder
and large batteries
for the inflatable.
As I write this, Clint
is getting his boat
upgraded even further
with GPS to his boat
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for putting baits back
at night to get them
exactly on the money,
which is something
we struggled with at
range, when the nights
were really black, this
definitely cost us fish
at times and we could
see the guys keep
catching who could
do this. I also played
around this year with
preserving particles as
well, this worked really
well after some playing
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about with levels of the
salt I was using. One
of the other things we
had to work on was
how much gear we
were taking. Needing
extra space for all the
hardware and bait for
these types of trips,
meant we looked a
lot harder on Fishing
tackle itself. On the first
trip we had doubled up
on many items, we did
the same again on the
Fuillettes trip. In future
we are going to make a
serious effort in taking
smaller bags and not
doubling up on other
bits and pieces. Which
should leave us a bit
more space for the
rest of the gear we do
need.
So, my year has been
good from an activity
point of view, there
have been times
when I fished well and
equally, times when
I have not fished so
well and made some
mistakes. I try to
analyse things during
and after my sessions

2018 .... Lessons learned
and trips, so hopefully
I don’t make similar
mistakes in the future.
To me that’s all part of
fishing and trying to
understand those little
things that can make a
difference.
Well, I have run out
of time for now, in
my next couple of

pieces I’m going to
talk about bait and bait
preparation ahead of
the coming year. As
well as presentation
when fishing. Catch
you then.
Regards Andy

REME Carpers
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As the wind blows...
by Corrie Booysen
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My brother Wynand and
I set out to our syndicate
lake early in November
for a weekend’s fishing,
which would be our first
summer session following
a very cold South-African
winter season. As usual,
a lot of preparation had
gone into our session
before we even arrived at
the venue. For starters, we
decided to arm ourselves
with two different boilies
from Karper Ltd on this
occasion - The Karper Ltd
RS Freezer boilies and
the Karper Ltd SG test
-bait boilies. Throughout
the year we had been
capturing loads of carp
on the Karper Ltd RS
and had become very
confident in these baits
as they never seemed
to let us down, even in
the heart of our winter.
However, with the higher
summer temperatures we
thought it to be the best
time to put the Karper
Ltd SG test-baits to the
test. The Karper Ltd SG

test-baits are mainly
fish meal based boilies
that would probably be
at their most efficient
during the warmer
summer months – www.
karper.co.uk.
The weather in the
week leading up to
our session had been
scorching hot, however a
storm with possible rain
and thunder showers
had been forecasted
for our weekend. This
was announced on the
weather channel a few
nights before, and the
weather application
on my phone, which I
rely on rather heavily,
had also confirmed the
possibility. After work,
whilst I was on my way
to the lake, I noticed a
few small clouds in the
sky, but did not feel too
concerned about them as
they were very few and
far in between.
I arrived at the venue

shortly after 15H00 PM.
I joined my brother
whom had already set
up our camp site by the
time I had arrived at our
booked swim. The skies
were completely clear,
and it had been a sunny
afternoon. I took a quick
glance down the bank
and to my excitement
realised that Wynand
and I had been the only
anglers next to the lake. I
was hoping that the lack
of line pressure would
mean that we would be in
for a fairly good session.
After a short discussion
amongst ourselves we
soon agreed that I was
to fish the right end of
our swim, which also
happened to be the
deepest end, whilst
Wynand was going to
take on the left hand
side. The swim we had
booked happened to be
our favourite out of the 7
swims on the syndicate,
and the areas we had
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planned on setting our
traps out on had been
some of our known
favourites as well. These
spots seemed to produce
fish almost every time we
had done a session at our
syndicate. Yellow hook
baits proved to be very
effective on our previous
outing to the venue, and
we felt it would also be
the best initial approach
to start our session off
with. I selected to fish a
Karper Ltd Ultra-Fluro
White Coconut Pop
Up tipped with a single
yellow artificial maize on
my first trap, a Karper
Ltd RS MTH (Match the
Hatch) Pop Up tipped
with a single white
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artificial
maize
on my
second,
and a
Karper
Ltd RS
Wafter
tipped
with a
single
yellow
artificial
maize on my third and
final trap.

line, and not long after
returning to the bank
from doing my third and
final line had the wind
really started to blow
quite hard. The wind had
actually complicated my
attempts in setting out
my final trap, as I had to
do it twice over to ensure
that there had not been a
buck in my braided main
line that could affect the
bite indication. Little did
we know that the wind
would continue to blow
After we had baited up
non-stop throughout
our rigs, we started to
the entire weekend with
take our lines out with a
average wind speeds
canoe, each armed with
of 60 to 120km/h.
a bucket of chopped
Unfortunately, with
Karper Ltd RS boilies that the wind came thick
we had been soaking in
cloud cover as well. The
Karper Ltd RS Energizer temperatures started to
Syrup and
hemp oil to
put out over
our selected
spots. There
was a slight
breeze that
had started
to blow by
the time I
had done
my first
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had gotten
to my rod,
it had been
completely
taken off
the butt
grip, almost
off the bite
indicator
as well, and
the tip of
my rod had
drop drastically, and all
been submerged under
of a sudden it had felt
the murky water by the
like a typical winters
brute strength of the
day during what was
supposed to be one of our carp! Unfortunately, it
warmer summer periods. was only a matter of a few
short moments before
We dressed ourselves
the carp had managed to
in warmer clothing
make his way into a reed
and had soon started a
bank soon after I picked
strong brew. Whilst the
it up. At that time an
pot was warming up on
ice cold wind had been
the gas stove, we started
blowing exceptionally
a fire to braai our meat
for supper… Boerewors, hard,
making
steak and pork rashers.
We called it the night not waves
long after we had finished on the
water,
our meal.
which
Our Delkim alarms
had
remained quiet until
been
01H00 AM on Saturday
banging
morning when we were
woken up by an absolute
screamer! By the time I
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ferociously against our
jetty for most of the
night. I was forced to
climb into the canoe and
go out onto the water
whilst the weather wasn’t
very favourable, in the
attempt to free up the
carp and hopefully net it
as well. Some anglers may
have chosen not to go out
onto the lake during such
conditions, but I felt it
was my responsibility to
ensure that the carp was
well and safe. The waves
on the lake had made me
quite nervous and I was
afraid they might tip the
canoe over whilst I was
attempting to capture the
carp. I eventually arrived
at the spot where the fish
had made his way into
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approximately
25 minutes. The
lake had been
covered with
thick patches
of watergrass.
This made
reeling the fish
in quite hard as
the grass would
the reeds, only to find
get stuck on the
that the hook had
hook link and lead clip,
somehow been set into
making it a lot heavier
one of the younger
to bring in. It was almost
sprouts and the carp had like reeling in a very big
managed to free itself
plastic bag! Wynand
from my trap. It had been eventually managed to
a rather poor start to a
reel in which turned out
session I had initially felt to be the biggest carp
quite confident about.
of our session, a 29lb
4oz two-tone common
We got up early on
carp. She was by a long
the Saturday morning
shot not the biggest carp
hoping to see some
roaming the African Gold
activity on the lake at
first light, however we
missed this opportunity
as the cloud cover had
still been rather thick. It
was a cold morning, and
we had been enjoying a
nice warm brew when
Wynands right hand
rod suddenly took off.
It was around 09H30
AM and the battle lasted

waters, but nonetheless
she had certainly been an
absolutely stunning, and
mint looking character.
The clouds only cleared
out well after 12H00PM,
which was quite
unfortunate for us as the
period between 07H30
AM and 12H00 PM had
been known to be a peak
time for carp captures at
our syndicate. We reeled
our lines in later the
Saturday afternoon to rebait. We had decided to
use the same hook baits
on our traps as we had
done on the Friday night,
but agreed to use the
Karper Ltd SG test-baits
as feed for the final night
of our session, especially
since the weather had
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weather had improved
quite substantially. We
took our lines out to the
same areas we had taken
them to the previous
afternoon. We did not feel
it was necessary to make
any major adjustments
to our initial approach,
aside from the SG testbaits we decided on
putting out over our
spots. This proved to
be a good decision later
on, even though we did
not get a single bleep on
our alarms for the entire
night.
We got up early on the
Sunday morning with
clear skies, and as first
light came, so did the
runs… Clearly the fish
had started to respond to
the baits and had started
to get on the feed as the
water warmed up. I was
the first to get one on
the bank that morning. I
captured a 21lb common
carp at around 07H00
AM. She put up a decent
fight, but unfortunately
also picked up a few of
our lines even though we

had pinned them down
on the lake bed with a few
back leads. This forced us
to re-do two of our rods
during a peak time, and
it wasted some time as
we had to spend quite a
few minutes to un-tangle
the crow’s nest we had
been left with. Wynand
was next to get another
fish on the bank. He had
reeled in yet another mint
looking 24lb common
carp shortly after 08H00
AM on one of the lines
that he had re-done only
a few minutes earlier.
And then finally, I
captured a 25lb mirror
carp at 09H30 AM,
which was the last
fish of our session.
She had one of the
biggest paddlers
I have ever seen
on a fish of its
proportion, and I
was well chuffed
even though she
was not the biggest
of carp. Our session
had come to an
end, and although
we did not capture
any massive fish, we
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felt happy with the ones
we did get. Carp fishing is
not only about the size of
the fish at the end of the
day, but their looks and
character, the experience,
the memories, enjoying
the tranquillity and
nature at its finest.
Until the next issue…
Tight lines, bent rods,
and wet nets!
Corrie Booysen
Twitter: @Its_Carpy
/ Instagram: corrie_
booysen
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ACA Bank Buddy ONLY £27.99

The ACA Bank Buddy is a waterproof wireless speaker that has been designed and
built with outdoor adventures in mind
A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR KIT !!!!!!!!!!!!!
PRODUCT FEATURES INCLUDE :
Blue Tooth Connectivity
Hands Free Call Facility
Two Way Control
AUX Input to play DVD’S etc
Built In FM Radio
Shock and Waterproof

Get Yours Now at http://acaproducts.co.uk/?product=aca-bank-buddy
100% of all profits from the sale of Bank Buddy goes to Charity.
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ACA Thermal
Trousers
100% Waterproof

Wind-proof &
Breathable
Fleece-lined.
Super stylish and very
comfortable outdoor
waterproofs.
This modern
Peachskin fabric is
essentially a hi-tech,
synthetic version
of traditional moleskin clothing. It is beautifully soft to the touch and ACA have
combined it with a complimentary, lightweight Taslan-type synthetic shell on the seat
& knees to produce a very elegant outdoor set.
Ideal for: Fishing, Shooting, Hunting, Walking, Working, Spectating, and loads of
other outdoor activities.
Overtrouser features: with..
Elasticated Waistband & Press-stud Fastener.Velcro Adjuster to fit bottoms snug
around boots.Reinforced Taslan to Knees and Seat.2x Side Hand Pockets.2x
External Patch Pockets.
Available in Sizes:

Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Now available In assosiation with NAVITAS
!!!!!!!!
105
check the ACA website for more information
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Chapter 8 Part 2 only in next
months Talking Carp!!!!

you can buy Spug’s latest book Carping mad 3
by clicking the link below
www.mikespugredfern.com/carping-mad-books
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NEW MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTER HOOKBAITS sink on the weight of your hook. That means they settle
ultra-slowly on top of silt and weed, delivering full extension from the lead with sheathed
braids and a snake-like coil with braided hooklinks. And being critically balanced, they react
quickly to the slightest investigation; shooting in to a carp’s mouth for more and better
hook holds. Unbeatable over silt, indispensable over weed and devastating over gravel;
and they’re in shops now! PICK UP A POT TODAY, IT’S THAT EASY!
Wafter/Hook Ratio:12mm/Sz8 15mm/Sz6 18mm/Sz4. We advise that you check rigs prior to fishing.
Add counterbalance where necessary as hook weights will vary. MAINLINE BALANCED WAFTERS are available to compliment
our HIGH IMPACT range of complete food source boilies in Aromatic Fish, Banoffee, Essential B 15mm, Spicy Crab, Salty Squid &
Peaches n Cream in 15mm. PLUS they are available to match or Dedicated Freezer Boilies in CELL & HYBRID in 12, 15 & 18mm options.

www.mainline-baits.com
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Yelvertoft

Where the love for little rod and reel which fishing, we would enjoy
sadly I don’t have any watching Pap reel
fishing started
As a family, we lived
together in Yelvertoft
for a number of years,
from the age of 4
years old until I was 8.
During those years, I
was taught how to fish.
I caught the bug. The
bug for fishing. And
then that’s how it all
started...
Initially, we lived with
my Nan and Pap, in
their big farm house.
During this time, they
decided to build their
new home, ensuring it
was wheelchair friendly
for Pap. They began
the build of their dream
home in 1992, with it
being completed in
1995. The house was
complimented with
an acre that housed
a wheelchair friendly
fishing lake with a large
variety of fish stocked;
roach, chub, tench,
perch crucian carp,
mirrors and commons.
I still remember my first

more despite having
looked everywhere
for it. It was a small
6ft rod, matched
with a small reel that
was quite old which
sounded and felt like a
coffee grinder, but it did
the job.
Every time I saw Pap
heading out to the
fishing lake, I wasn’t
far behind him with
my little rod and reel,
desperate to catch
some fish for myself. I
would help
myself to
his maggots
and other
bait pots
while he got
me set up
with a little
float. My
older sister
Charlotte
would
sometimes
follow, so
we could
share rods.
If Charlotte
or I weren’t

them in, because he
would always catch.

Pap’s lake wasn’t just
for his use, he opened
it up as a day ticket
fishery. Providing a
wheelchair friendly
lake with disabled
toilet facilities… it soon
became a popular
venue, not just for
the locals but anglers
further afield. This
meant that if all the
swims were taken,

Mike Hearn
my rod had to stay
packed away as
they were paying
customers, but I didn’t
mind as this didn’t
stop me from going
around the lake and
talking to the anglers. I
would watch how they
were fishing, looking
at their rods and reels
and other kit they had.
I was envious of their
fishing kit, particularly
how quiet and smooth
their reels were – the
total opposite to mine!
Christmas was around

the corner, so when
writing my Christmas
list, a new reel had to
be at the top! A new,
quiet, smooth fishing
reel, my dream had
come true! I was so
excited to get my
new reel, I can still
remember unwrapping
it to this day. It was my
pride and joy, I couldn’t
wait to show my Pap,
allowing him to spool it
up with line and to then
finally get using it.
As I got older and the
fish getting bigger, Pap
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taught me more and
more about fishing and
the different techniques
to catch fish. My
favourite was catching
the chub off the
surface using a bubble
float, small hook and
single maggot, using
a catapult to spread
some maggots in front
of the hook bait and
slowly reeling through
the freebies. It worked
every time! Catching
the chub was great fun
but I hadn’t caught a
carp by this point.
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After watching Pap
catch numerous carp,
I wanted to catch one.
With a bit of help from
him, I managed just
that. WOW!!! This
is different, harder
fighting, aching arms,
although it wasn’t a
big carp it was big to
me, still being young. I
wanted more!!!
As the years went by,
friends and I would
fish “the little gem of
Yelvertoft”. Mainly
being, my good mate
Dan Mclaven, who was
new to fishing, but it
didn’t take him long to

Yelvertoft
get the bug either. As
me and Dan started
fishing more and
catching more carp,
it was time to write
another Christmas list.
This year, included a
two rod carp set up,
bite alarms rods and
reels (I still kept my
quiet, smooth reel on
my small rod). With
father Christmas
bringing me my new
carp gear, I was now
completely addicted to
carp fishing.
From the age of
11/12, Dan and I loved
catching the carp on

sweetcorn or luncheon
meat and often, I would
ask Pap if we could
camp next to the lake
and fish through the
night. Even though
it was a day ticket,
dusk till dawn, he let
us as this kept us out
of trouble!! We never
used to catch much
through the night, but
it was fun camping out
with our sandwiches
and cans of coke. We
did however catch
plenty of carp through
the day.
Yelvertoft became
more popular
over the years
and required
people to ring
before they came
to book. The carp
got a lot bigger
with a couple
even reaching
near the 30lb
mark. Although
as the years went
by me and friends
would still fish
“the little gem of
Yelvertoft” but

Mike Hearn
As a family
we were
devastated
In August
2016, Pap
sadly passed
away, a very
sad and
difficult time
for the whole
family.
With Nan
now being
on her own,
also started to venture
we visited as much
out to other venues,
as possible, however
closer to Kettering.
a year later after Pap
Fast forwarding to
passed away, Mum
2010 things began
and Dad
to change. Sadly,
decided to
Pap’s health started
sell up in
to deteriorate and
Kettering and
was diagnosed with
move back
Alzheimer’s disease.
This had a huge impact in to Nans
on his ability to get out house. At
this point,
to the fishing lake.
the lake had
In 2012-2013 the
dreaded otters invaded become very
over grown,
and totally wiped the
water levels
lake out, coupled with
dropped,
bad floods, the lake
weed and
was virtually empty.
lily pads
Still surviving were
had spread
some small roach
virtually all
and the odd perch.
over and
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the boardwalks and
wooden bays had
become rotten and
very unsafe. This was
a real eye opener for
Dad and I, we were
very sad to see how
quickly, the “gem”
had deteriorated,
so we needed to do
something about it.
We sat down over a
couple of pints and
tried to come up with a
plan, as to what we’re
going to do and how
we are going to do it.
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Fast forward to 2017…
Operation clean up!!
We started this project
to get Yelvertoft fishery
back to its former glory
and to open it back
up as a day ticket
again. A lot of hours
and graft have gone
in to it with Dan and I
putting in some hours
but most of all, my
dad. Dan and I tackled
the out of control
weeds and lily’s, whilst
Dad focussed on the
boardwalks and bays.

Yelvertoft

weed. We also need to
protect the lake from
the otters with some
fencing.
We as a family cannot
wait to get “the little
gem of Yelvertoft”
back open again and
seeing the fish grow,
people fishing the lake,
especially
me. It
means so
much to
me and
my family
and it will
be a place
It’s now starting
I can
to take shape, all
teach my
boardwalks and
children
bays are completed,
how to
complimented with new fish.
benches. One taking
Keep a
pride of place, located look out
in Pap’s favourite swim “the little
on the lake. That swim gem of
is now called “Pap’s
Yelvertoft”
swim”.
will be
back!!
We are currently
looking at re-stocking
the lake and carrying
out some water
treatments to help
control the growth of

In loving memory of
Brian Faulkner 19392016.
Tight lines,
Mike Hearn

Andrew Murray

Rig Marole
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A Perfect Start by
Martin and Laura
Carp Chronicles by Brett
McPhee
Monnier

Mike and Laura Monnier
The start of the week
came and, knowing
we had a big session
booked at the end of
it, we started to check
the weather. It was
looking good for a bite
or two, the pressure
was dropping with a
South westerly wind
and some showers
forecast.

any of the spots are,
we spent some time
studying the water and
seeing if there was any
movement up our end.

It didn’t take long
before we started to
see a couple of fish
crashing out, so we
knew we were in the
right spot. We were
in a double swim that
commanded quite a
After a few days of
large stretch of water.
work, Friday soon
I chose the left-hand
came around and we
side which had a reed
were up at the crack
bed in the margin to
of dawn and making
the left of me and a
our way to the lake.
large island in the
We arrived just as the middle of the lake to
gates opened to find
my left, far bank being
out that we had the
approx. 220 yards
whole lake to ourselves away. Laura
for the duration of our
chose the rightstay.
hand side which
was better suited
We unpacked all our
to her casting
gear and took a walk
ability. She had
around choosing to
a nice little bay
drop in the swim at
to the right and
the deepest part of the a good stretch
lake. This was our first of open water
session on this lake
in front of her.
on the complex and,
Fish had been
not knowing where
showing both
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in open water in front
of both of us and on
Laura’s right margin
and the tip of the island
to my left, giving us our
chosen spots.
Our strategy for this
weekend was simple,
to try and get a bite!
As I had the ability
to use a bait boat on
this venue, I started
making up a mix for the
boat using 15mm and
18mm Monster Bait
Fruit Fusion and Plum
Ice boilies, these were
whole and chopped,
mixed particle,
maggots, salt and
sweeting with some
condensed milk.
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A perfect start
chances
of a bite

It didn’t
take long
before
my lefthand rod
ripped off
and after
a short
I was using an IQ D
battle a
rig on all three of my
mid-double common
rods with Fruit Fusion
slipped in the net, it
coated active popups. wasn’t too long after
Laura chose to use D
that that the rightrigs constructed from
hand rod went which
Kodex Zig and Floater resulted in a single
line, knotless knotted
figure common. After
to a size 6 Genomic
resetting that rod the
MGP wide-gape hook
left-hand one went for
and balanced with a
a second time and I
little Kodex Graviton
knew this was a better
putty, topped off with a fish as it had my rod
pellet coated Monster
nicely
Ice popup. Laura also
doubled
chose to attach little
over.
pva mesh bags of
Sadly, as
mixed pellet and boilie. it got to
the net
As the temperature
it bolted
was dropping using
and
the boat meant I
turned
could keep my bait in
the hook
a tight clump in one
out,
location maximising my gutted

was an
understatement!!
It had been quiet for
Laura all day, which we
were both surprised
at considering all the
fish crashing out over
her spots and, as the
darkness started to
draw in, we retreated
to the bivvy to start
making dinner. Just as
we were getting things
started Laura’s righthand rod burst into
action.
A short fight later and
over the net cord it
came, and much to
Laura’s delight, she
had a stunning 15lb
14oz common posing

Mike and Laura Monnier
fish of the
session, a
stunning
19lb 12oz
linear and
a wife that
looked
like a
drowned
While she was
rat!
returning the fish, the
The
rain started to fall so
rest of the night was
we returned to the
relatively quiet, and
bivvy just in time as it
I ended up getting a
started to bucket down. pretty decent night’s
It actually sounded
sleep, Laura was
like someone was
woken at about 4:30am
playing drums on the
and had a couple of
bivvy roof!! Much to
single figure commons.
Laura’s disgust at
When morning
around 10pm and still
came, we awoke to
in torrential rain her rod a drenched bank but
ripped off again which thankfully no more rain
resulted in her biggest and we were hopeful
for more
action
that
morning.
The
morning
passed
with no
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for a photo. It was then
just a couple of hours
later at around 8pm,
that Laura had more
action on the righthand rod, this time in
the form of a scraper
double.

movement and
we didn’t see a lot
happening on the
water, so we decided
to reset the rods and
get some more bait out
on our spots.
We then had a visit
from Mark Foster who
had come to see how
we are doing and sort
out some Kodex stuff
with Laura. Whilst deep
in conversation my
middle rod sprung in
to life and that resulted
in a small double, but
it was very welcome!
After Mark wandered
off another of my rods
ripped off with an angry
hard fighting fish on the
end. This turned out to
be a mid-double mirror.
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I had a couple more
that day but all quite
small. The second
night drew in and the
heavens opened again.
Saturday night passed
without event, but the
rain didn’t! We awoke
on the Sunday to our
last day but thankfully,
no rain. The rods were
reset with fresh bait, I
kept on my spots, but
Laura moved two of
her rods over out of
the bay and into more
open water as she’d
seen no action on her
spots since the early
hours of Saturday
morning
Laura then hit into a
fish and shortly after a
14lb mirror was landed.
Shortly after this her
left-hand rod went
again and this resulted
in a 17lb 14oz mirror.
Just as Laura recast
her rod my left-hand
roared in to life and
after a nice little fight
I was about to net the
fish when it kited right
and took out my middle
rod. It swam free of the

A perfect start
line and the fish was
netted and then we
could hear the middle
reel still ticking and
bang, double take!!!
I landed a 16lb 8oz
linear and a 15lb 10oz
fully scaled, and the
carnage didn’t stop
there!!
We didn’t have to wait
long for the next fish

to come as my righthand rod took off and a
couple of minutes into
playing the fish Laura’s
left-hand rod was
away. My fish kited
right straight into Laura
playing her fish and
both of us cringed as
our lines were rubbing
together.

Mike and Laura Monnier
I managed to land my
fish, but we thought
that Laura’s fish had
managed to get off
due to the tangle in
the lines. I managed
to unhook my fish in
the landing net and left
it there while I tried to
untangle our lines.

lakes, Snipe which is 5
acres with carp to mid40s and Garda which
was the lake we were
fishing. This is just
under 10 acres with
carp up to mid-30’s.
More information can
be found at www.
monklakes.co.uk
We’d like to thank the
As I was doing so, I
following companies
could feel that Laura’s
for their products which
fish was still on. I hand Monk Lakes Fishery
are used in our fishing
lined Laura’s fish in
is a 120 acre fishery
www.kodextackle.com
and went to attend to
just south of Maidstone www.monster-baits.
mine in the net. As I
in Kent. It comprises
com
lifted the net, I could
of a 5 acre specimen
see it looked like a
lake, two pleasure
good luck on the bank
beautiful mid-twenty
lakes at 16 and 10
and tight lines
common. Sadly, as I
acres, match lakes
went to pull the net in
and a river. It also
Martin and Laura
it jumped over the cord has two membership
and I could only watch
in dismay as it swam
away. My spirits were
lifted though as Laura
caught a stunning 15lb
8oz ghostie.
The afternoon then
started to slow down,
and we weren’t seeing
as much movement,
so we decided to have
a slow pack down and

make our way home.
In total we had 17 fish,
I landed 9 and Laura
landed 8 and I lost 2.
For the first session
on our new members
water we couldn’t have
asked for a better
result, it was a red
letter session and has
put us in good stead
for the winter.
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Serious Carp Socials (SCS)
– SPECIAL – Dreamlakes,
France by Dave Bennion
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Dream Lakes

In 2017 fifteen anglers travelled to Dreamlakes, France for the first
Serious Carp Social outside of the UK. They had exclusive booking
of Lake 1 and between them caught over 150 fish. This was so
successful that this year 40 anglers travelled to Dreamlakes with
exclusive use of Lakes 1, 2 and 5.
This year fishing was from 6th October for 7 days. The package
included travel to/from Dover to Dreamlakes via ferry and coach,
breakfast and dinner each day and an allocated swim on one of the
lakes that had been exclusively booked for use by SCS.
Everyone met at the secure carp park in Dover on the Friday 5th
October ready to catch the ferry that evening. There were two
coaches that picked everyone up from the secure carp park,
on the outskirts of Dover, and all fishing equipment was loaded
into enclosed trailers pulled by the coaches. During the day on
the Friday there was time for everyone meet up and get to know
everyone with a visit to a pub in Dover.

Dave Bennion
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Once loaded up and on the coach the
ferry port in Dover was the first stop. The
ferry takes approx. 90 minutes to cross
the channel to Calais and then there is a 8
hour journey from Calais to Dreamlakes in
Orconte, Champange. The arrival time at
Dreamlakes was 5am on Saturday the 6th
October.
On arrival all equipment was unloaded at
the lakes and then a draw was made for the
swims. Once each angler knew their swim
it was time to setup and start to enjoy the
weeks holiday.

PJM productions
travelled with the group
this year to film the
event and below are
pictures of the lakes
taken using the drone.
LAKE 1
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Dream Lakes
LAKE 2

LAKE 5

Not long after setting up the first fish was caught. A 41lb mirror to
Mark Jackson on Lake 2 and there was to be another 15 fish hit the
bank on this first day with all lakes producing.

Dave Bennion
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Each day breakfast is served in the onsite Café at approx. 9.30am
and dinner at approx. 5.30pm. This provides good opportunities for
all the anglers to come together and share tactics and stories.
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Dream Lakes

On day 2 another 18 fish hit the bank ranging in weights from 20 lbs to 50
lbs.
Day 3 was to be a memorable one – the largest fish in Lake 1 is a
Common called Venus and this fish was landed by Mo Bhana at 75lb!!!!
On Lake 2 Tremayne Sergent did not want to be out done and he landed
a 60lb common. There were 18 other fish landed across the lakes on this
day also.

Dave Bennion
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The excellent fishing continued for the next 5 days with approx. 50 more
fish landed and many of them being over 40lb. All photos of the fish
caught can be seen on the SCS website at https://www.carpsocials.com/
dreamlakes2018/
So, another excellent social in France and planning already started for
2019.
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Ken Beech
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Catch
Reports
Featuring -

Alan Beacher, Graham, Jack Green,
Pieter, Rich Bevan, Ryan Hoare,
Brooms Cross
White Springs Fisheries and
Barringtons
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Alan
Beacher

I’ve had a good session over
the weekend down my local
canal having this lovely 15lb
1oz mirror carp and then on the
morning of packing up my rod
suddenly went into meltdown
and i landed my first ever canal
common carp making it a new
pb of 11lb 10oz and displaying
its lovely dark winter colours too.
Both fish caught on the Ronnie
rig with a Rod Hutchinson mega
tutti frutti fluoro pop-up.
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Catch Reports

Your Name: Graham
type of fish and weight Common Carp 21 lbs 5oz
Location of catch
Kingfisher Lake - Mousehole Lakes Paddock Wood
Kent

Info about the catch:

Setting up on the lake at 6pm Sunday was
something I was dreading with it being dark and breezy. After 30 minutes I was set
up and all 3 rods out. I choose to fish open water only 4 1/2 rod lengths out with
each being a foot apart. I was using 7 inch dark matter braided hook link tied knot
less knot to a size 6 mugger with 2 x 16 mm Nutz boilies. I settled down for the
night and around 10.45pm my right hand rod screamed off. After about 20 minutes
I landed a lovely mirror of 16lb. Rod back out on the same spot I settled for the
night.... I was woken by the sound of a one toner about 6am on my middle rod this
time I knew it was something special one that may have never graced the bank.
After 35 minutes I see the head pop up and it looked like a very good fish. Once
landed I put it in the retainer why I called a friend down to help take a photo. All
set up and ready to weigh it went 21 lbs 5oz which I was surprised but it wasn’t all
about the size of this one it was the colour and perfection of the scaling this was
one that hadn’t been caught and I was more than excited with having this stunner
grace my net.

Catch Reports
Your Name: Jack
Green

type of fish and
weight Mirror carp
21lb 3oz

Location of catch

Bradshaw hall fisheries

Info about the catch

After having a few quick
bites early morning,
the lake went dead. I
quickly moved to the
peg right from myself and started to loose feed citruz boilies 12mm over
my swim as my hookbait I used a washed out pink Nash pop up which I
had mixed in with goo and left to soak 2 weeks previous. I didn’t have to
wait long before the right hand rod screamed of and I had before me this
lovely carp

Your Name: Pieter
type of fish and weight
Common Carp, 25lb

Location of catch
South Africa

Info about the catch

Free State,

Caught this 25lb on my first
specimen carp trip with 4 medium
size tigernuts on a blowback rig
with an inline lead. I used a catapult
to place some hemp, maize and
tigernuts over the hook bait.
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Catch Reports

Rich Bevan

Millfield on fire
Spent a cracking 3 nights on Millfield pool at Horbury with Ste hart Jonny
Bonny Scarce and Bri Bevan. Weather started off sunny and warm
and the fish where enjoying it. Not really that interested. The odd fish
mouthing at bits on the surface but nothing with any conviction. We’d
booked the whole lake so we left peg 8 out and took turns having a go on
top where there’s usually a good shout. Ste managed a nice low double
on the centre pin followed by Jonny landing a cracking common. Went
quiet until dark when I was lucky enough to land the big linear at 26lb
after a 15 minute battle through the weed. Had a couple more stockies
that night all hard fighting fish in the deep water.
Next day there where dozens of fish cruising the margin in peg 5 but
again very uninterested. Ste chucked out a 3ft black foam zig in 8 ft of
water and was rewarded with a stunning common. Weather changed and
started to rain wind changed and the fish moved. It seemed to trigger
them off and I was able to cast to showing fish lucky enough to land 12 in
total with a 20-10 and a 19-8.
All in all, great weekend Jack Millfield cheers class venue.

Catch Reports
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Your Name: Ryan Hoare
type of fish and weight 40.1 mirror
Location of catch
Monks pit
Info about the catch

Caught using the new proper carp baits sub-zero strawberry jam. Pop
up tipped with a plastic maggot and spodding 12mm strawberry jam and
dead maggots.
The rig components used was a Taska fluorocarbon hooklink, leader and
a carp online scorpion curve hook.
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Chris Meredith
36lb 1oz
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Nick Parker
24lb mirror
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Rich Hall with Deebo at 35lb 6oz

Eric Fargher
with The
Eclipse at
27lb

Eric Fargher
with the rare
lake record
common of
23lb 3 oz

Jake
Sanderson
with Cut Tail
at 23lb 8oz
from Lower
Alt ake

Rich Hall with
a 23lb 6oz
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The only limitation is your imagination
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‘‘
In mid-October Dan came to the lake with his
partner Leanne. They stayed in the chalet
and fished from the jetty. The week started
off as warm and sunny and during the week
it changed to wet and chilly so they made
use of the wood burner. They had a couple
of days out, to the Designer Retail village at
Troyes and then to a champagne house in
Epernay.
Dan landed 6 carp to 29lb.
Over the last year we have been building a wooden hut to use as
a dining room for the other anglers when the chalet is occupied.
It has taken so long as we do not want to create a disturbance for
our guests with hammering and drilling so have done the work on
empty weeks. We still need to do some work on the interior but
it has been used as a dining room/lounge by us and our guests,
especially when the football World Cup was on in the summer.
During November we had a delivery of the first tranche of our
winter stocking programme. We received 7 small but beautiful
mirror carp that we want to grow on. The photos of them are stills
from the video.
Mid-December we are starting on the conversion of the island in
front of the chalet to be a swim. This will be joined to the bank
with a wooden bridge, the undergrowth will be removed and it
will be gravelled to create a smooth place for a bivvy. This will
replace the original swim 1 which is not in an ideal position. This
will become the chalet swim for those renting accommodation.’’
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This months advertisers ACA - Anglers Charity Auctions
Castaway PVA
Carbon Baits
Carping Mad 3
Elite Tackle
Finygo
Galaxy Baits
Hazy’s Tackle
Hooked On Baits
Lie Recycling
Mainline Baits
Northern Angling Show
RidgeMonkey
Rig Marole
Taska
The Little Egret Press
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Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year
Please send your articles and catch reports
by the 28th December 2018 for next months
magazine
brian.dixon@talking carp.co.uk
buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
talkingcarpinfo@gmail.com

The Carp magazine
for Carp anglers written by
YOU !!!!!!!
‘The Talking Carp Team’
Brian Dixon
Mark Faulkner
Dave Harnick Snr

